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StudentAction Fee Team holds first meeting
•
,

Jeff Leong
Staff Writer

On Thursday, September 7, a
meeting was held to form a team to
make studen ts aware of the possible
ri sing levels of student fees for the
five- year period staning in 1997. The
meeting was held in the Missouri
Room at the University Center-East
and cond ucted by Student Council
President Keith Blackford.
The team formed at this meetin g,
called The Student Fee Action Team,

:h

has four main goals: research the issue,
inform students, inform parents, and
.nempt to influence the Board of
Curators and the Federal and State
govern ments . Through these efforts,
the Student Fee Action Team hopes _to
stop the inflating price of student fees.
T he level of these fees for school years
1997 -2002 will be decided later this
year by the Un ivers ity of Misso uri

Board of Curators.
The firs t main respons ibility that
the Team has is to inform students of
what's going o n and what th ey can do
to he lp. "We must let everyone know
abo ut our effort," says Blackford. They
plan on achiev ing this by hanging

"The more support
we have, the easier it
will be to influence
the Board"
-Keith Blackford

fliers throughout campu's, spreading
tlle word by mouth, writin g le ners to
the editor of the Miner . and speaking
at meetings of different organizations
and Greek houses. "The more s upport
we have, the easier it will be to
influence the Board," commented
Blackford.

Panel explores battered women

5
Amy Jones
Staff Writer

~es

A woman is battered once every
twelve seconds; a woman is raped once
every three minutes; a woman is beaten
to death once evety sixteen minutes .
One student found statistics like these
hard to ignore. As a result of this
student's concern. a panel met September 7 for a brown-bag lunch discussion to help educate students and faculty about domestic violence issues.
The Office of Student Activities,
along with the Counseling Center and
Student Health Center, sponsored
"Right Your Relationships," an panel
discussion held from 11 :30 a.m, to 1:30

p.m. in the Mark Twain Room of the
University Center East. The informal
setting and continuous discussion allowed students to come in and learn as
their schedules allowed.
Speakers included Stephanie
Franklin of the Student Health Services; Tammy Manhews, representing
The Russell House, a shelter in Rolla
for abused women and their children; a
woman who recently got out of a longterm abusive relationship; Diane
Stutts of the University Counseling
Center and Yvonne Liske, a speaker on
self-defense.
Topics of the. discussion ranged
from definitions of different types of
abuse and the signs that one may become abusive to some of the causes
behind abuse and the methods in which
to handle il.

See Abuse, page 11

After everyone has been informed of the situ ation. influencing
the Board of Curators and the
Government will be the final step.
Throughout this period of informing
the stude nt body and their parents, a
research team will look into the budget
of the University. Their job is to come
up with a co unter-proposal to present
to the Board. This proposal wi ll
anempt to find ways of saving money
and distributing funds already on
campus better. Influencing the Govemment can be done by sending Email 10 the Cw;ators and congressmen,
mailing leners directly, calling congressional members thro ugh the use of
a special 800 number, an d conducting
organized ra llies .
The Student Fee Action Team
hopes these efforts will tremendously
affec t the decision of the Board of
Curators. Students interested in joining the Team, th ey meet every
Thursday at 7:30 p.m. in the Missouri
Room. Information on student rees is
available in the StuCo office.

Student Council president Keith Blackford addresses members of the Student Fee Action Team about possible changes
in financial aid laws.
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What's Up at UMR
Wednesday
10:00 am - 2:30 pm: SUB Campus
S howcas;" Hockey Puck & Breezeway
12:00 pm: Boos ter Club meeting,
G&D Steakhouse
3 : 30 pm: ME/AE/EM s eminar,
"Wastewater Treatment, " 214 ME Annex.
3:30 pm: NE seminar, " Radiological
Engineering at Nuclear Facilities,"
227 Fulton
6:00 pm: Interviewing Skills Workshop, Mark Twain
6:00 pm: Aikido Club Practice, 304
Rolla
6:00 pm: Wesley Foundation Breakaway, Wesley
7:00 pm: Lady Miner soccer, Central
Missouri State Univ., UMR Soccer
Complex
7:00 pm: AGC Meeting, 114 CE
, I,

6:00 pm: Christian Campus Fellowship Meeting, Mark Twain

12:30 pm : IFC Idi Odysseys, Hockey
Puck & Centennial

6:30 pm: Resume Writing Workshop,
Meramac
6:30 pm: Intercolligiate Knights
Meeting, 204 McNutt

4:30 pm: Chemistry seminar, "Nucleophilic Aromatic Substitutionfor
Hydrogen; Alternatives to Chlorine in
the Production of Aromatic Amines,"
G-3 Schrenk

7:00 pm: College Democrats Meeting, 216 McNutt

5:30 pm: Gamma Beta Sigma Meeting, Mark Twain

7:30 pm: SI. Pat's Committee Meeting, 107C ME Annex

6:00 pm: Aikido Club Meeting, 304
Rolla

8:00 pm: Alpha Phi Omega Meeting,
114CE

6:00 pm: Independents Governor s
Meeting, Silver & Gold

8:00 pm: Independents Social, Location TBA

8:00 pm: Eta Kappa Nu Help Session,
102EE

8:00 pm: Solar Car Team Meeting,
201 EMgt

Tuesday

Friday

12:30 pm: IFC Idi Odysseys, Hockey
Puck & Centennial

4:30 pm: Gaming Association Meeting, 314 & 317 CE

4:30 pm: GeE seminar, speaker TBA,
204 McNutt

7:00 pm: Show-Me Anime Meeting,
204 McNutt

5:00 pm: International Student Picnic, Lower Pavilion, Schuman Park

7:00 pm: SUB Movie:.Crimson Tide,
104 ME

5:30 pm: Society of Women Engineers Meeting, Missouri

9:00 pm: SUB Movie: Crimson
Tide, 104 ME

6:30 pm: Interviewing Skills Workshop, Meramac

Saturday

6:30 pm: SlUCo Exec. Council Meeting, Silver & Gold

7:00 pm: 'AIChE Meeting, 104ME
8:00 p'm: Kappa Kappa Psi Meeting,
215 ME
8:00 pm: Tau Beta Sigma Meeting,
216 ME
9:00 pm: Newman Center Mass,
Newman Center

Thursday
8:00 am: 5 K Fun Run, Ber luan ParI<
10:30 am: UMR Staff Council meeting, 202 ERL
12:00 pm: Lady Miner soccer, Central
Methodist College, UMR Soccer Com plex
12:00 pm : Intervarsity Christian Fellowship Bible Study, Walnut
12:30 pm: Newman Center Scripture
Study, Newman
2:00 pm: Miner soccer, Central Methodist College, UMR Soccer Complex
2:30 pm: StuCo Lawyer, Walnut
4:00 pm: Physics Colloquium, "lmproving Student Performance in Introductory Physics," 104 Physics
4:30 pm: Chi Epsilon Meeting, 117
CE

'-...' _..:: ., -,-.I.,.~ , ' . _........... ~ ,_ .. , "' •.,;;;..l--'J,.;,. .......~.

9:00 am - 12:00 pm: Newman Center
Woodcut, Newman
7:00 pm: SUB Movie: Crimson Tide,
.' 104 ME

6:30 pm: Tau Beta Pi Meeting, 114
CE
7:00 pm: Assoc. Of Engineering Geologists Meeting, 204 McNutt

9:00 pm: SUB Movie: Crimson Tide,
104 ME

Sunday
2:00 pm: Chinese Student Association Classes, 105 & 117 ME
5:00 pm: Newman Center Student
Mass, SI. Patrick's Church

7:30 pm: SI. Pat s Committee Meeting, 107C ME Annex
8:00 pm: Chi Alpha Meeting, Meramec
8:00 pm: SI. Louis SymphonyOrchestra, Leach Theatre, Castleman

Next Wednesday

6:00 pm: Wesley Dinner and Chapel ,
Wesley

2:30 pm: Resume Writing Workshop,
201 Norwood

8:30 pm: Omega Sigma Meeting, 204
McNutt

2:30 pm: StuCo Lawyer, Walnut

Monday

6:00 pm: Aikido Club Practice, 304
Rolla

12:00 pm: foastmasters Intemational
Open House, Missouri

6:00 pm:
Wesley Foundation Breakaway, Wesley

7:00 pm:

ASCE Meeting, 114 CE

7:00 pm: Miner soccer, Lincoln University, UMR Soccer Complex
8:00 pm: Kappa Kappa Psi Meeting,
215 ME
8:00 pm:
216 ME

Tau Beta Sigma Meeting,

9:00 pm:
Newman

Newman Center Mass,

Announcements/
Financial Aid
Has your experience at Rolla been
positive? Do you feel Rolla has lots taoffer
students like you? Would thepresenceof
other people from your hometown on
our campus help you mooch rides
home now and then? Does the Southwest Airline phrase "Friends Fly Free"

:
mean anything to you?? If you a
swered yes to any of the questio
above, then you should consider vis
ing your home town over the Thank
giving of Christmas break to talk abo
tl,e University of Missouri-Rolla!!!
A visit by a current Rolla stude
(that wouldbeyou!)toyourhighscho
math or science class helps the Rol
Admissions office continue to recruit
well-qualified, diverse student bod
We are offering short (very short!) he
sessions to give you guidanceon how
make your visit a positive experieno
We will also provide you with br
chures and response cards to track tl
success of your visit.
If you interested in this progral
please call the Admissions office
341-4164 of 341-4165 to sign up fOI
help session or obtain furthur inform
tion. You orily need attend one he
session. The sessions are schedul,

see Aid, page l'
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Sports Editorial: Will we forgive?
It's been more Ihan a year now. I
stMcan remember Ihe firsl day of last
year's Major League Baseball Strike.
In fact, I saw the final game of the
season for Ihe Los Angeles Dodgers
and Ihe Cincinalli Reds al Riverfront
Siadium in Cincinalli.
My father brought me up 10 bleed
Dodger blue, and although I'm nol as
enlhusialic aboul il as he is, il is slill a
big pari of my life. The 1994 season
was greal all over Ihe league. The new
divisional and wild card races were
just healing up, and for Ihe first lime in
decades there were real tlueals posed
al breaking Willie Mays' home runs in

one season record. Baseball was keeping its place as Ihe nalional pasl lime,
even with Ihe increasing popularily of
baskelball.
I'm not slamming baskelball now.
I'm from Indiana. If I did Ihal I'd gel
shot. Afler all I star led here al Ihe
Miner as a baskelball wriler. The poinl
is you can'l really compare Ihe IWO
sports. Baseball does nol posses Ihe
overall excilemenl of baskelball.
Baseball moves al a slower pace and
often doesn't showcase overall alhlelic
ability. One Ihing Ihal baseball does
have is the day 10 day, one on one, mind
versus mind play Ihal is unique and

makes Ihe sport so fascinating.
Baseball's hislory is so connecled to
thai of our counlry thai we feel a need
10 hold onlo it.
The big queslion now is where is
baseball headed? There was a definite
fan revolt al Ihe beginning of Ihe season, expressed Ihrough low allendance
and low television ratings. However
baseball is beginning 10 shine again.
Nomomania is hilling Los Angeles,
there arc numerous playoff races, and
Ihe Indians are looking al their first
playoff berth since long before I was
born, and of course Cal Ripken Jr. just
Ihis Wednesday, in fronl of a sold oul

crowd Ihal included President Clinton,
broke Lou Gehrig's record for conseculive games played.
Despile all of Ihal, Ihere is a 101 of
sceplicism aboul the financiallum thai
baseball has laken . More people see
baseball players as rich men ralher
Ihan simple athleles. They feel thai Ihe
player play only for Iheir wallets and
not for Iheir learns. Free agency sends
even the besl players hopping from
learn 10 learn, leaving fans with a complelely different sel of ballclubs each
year. Baseball managed 10 play every
year of Ihe second World War. Not
even the Nazi's could SlOp Ihe one

diversion our counly had, but baseball
fell viclim a half a century later 10 plain
and simple greed. 1994 was the flrsl
year in most Americans' lifetimes that
there was no World Series.
Will Ihe fans be able to forgive?
That's a hard queslion, bUI I feel thai
there is enough hope left in baseball to
keep il going for a long lime. Perhaps
the players and Ihe owners have seen
whallaking baseball away does to Ihe
fans, and that they will nOllet it happen again. This fan remains hopeful.

Carl James. Sports Editor

TRAFFIC TICKETS • D.W.I.
Blue Lights, Big Trouble? ... not necessarily.
.
Get some good advice.
Protect your legal rights and Insurance premiums.

SPEEDING
C&I
DWI'(lsT)
Free Academic Help!!!!

$50·
$100·
$250·

'flfl8s and ~t1 costs ara paid to Ih8 COUI1 and not
Included in Ih8 above figures.

Steve Daniels. Attorney at Law
The Freshman Arts and Science Program offers free tutoring to
improve your grades in Arts and Sciences courses. Although
funds are limited, tutors are currently available for:

[look)" (36..01851
lu"," (364-89fi8!

'baug!> 13H·'0821

.VI_~64~57'1
:..cha.rles Janson
""" (341.898il
:ShalP (341-898"
;.;usttn fctguson

_1364~
~_ .·Laura

;sa. coot'1n-!;"Dy

, 'lboIIIP"" san
leC1 a.i10!l:

1,3,5,241,242
Chemistry
Compo Science 53,73,77,78
121,122
Economics
60,75,80,105,106
English
1,2,80
French
1;2,70
Gennan
111,112,175,176
History
Life Science 110,112,115,231

Math
2.4,6,8,21,22
Philosophy
5,15
Physics
21,23,24,25
90
Political Sci.
Psychology
50,140
Russian
1,2,80
Spanish
1,2,80
Statistks
115,116,215

For more information call 341-6937 or stop by 235

Humanities/Social Sciences.

]007 N. Pine St., Suite B6

341-3537

F ~hT.!kf2,~ve i~hef~le!i~r§!~

been awakened every morning by a
large, unidentifiable roofing/tar melting machine which is parked inconveniently outside my window. This machine makes noise for the nexl eight
hours and also creales choking fumes
which have forcedmelo leave my room
in search of someplace quieler and
with more brealhable air. Since we're
nol allowed 10 have air condilioners in
Farrar as in some of Ihe other Quad
buildings, closing the window makes it
sliflingly hOI and doesn'l help much
Ihe noise and smell.
Once Ihe machine slarts up, I am
unable 10 sleep furtller and the fumes
are so strong Ihal when I come back al
night (after Ihe machine is oft) my
clothes and bedclolhes are permealed
wilh the smell of tar.
And I'm paying for it.
It frustrales me 10 no end Ihal Ihe
decision-makers in QHA have used my
money 10 make me miserable. I recog·

building; I have no objections 10 this
aClion IN GENERAL, rather I have
difficulty with the TIMING. I fail 10
understand why they couldn't have reroofed Ihe building while it was empty
over the summer.
There may be logislical reasons
for the liming, but I find it conlradic·
lory wilh Iheir implied mission, ie,
Ihese people are part of Ihe same
buerocracy which gives us an Academic Enhancemenl CenCer, lutoring,
the malh lulor room, and numerous
programs on good study lechniques,
elc. And yellhey wou ld act with such
a lackofforelhoughl as Ihis aClion must
have required, whose consequenses
are certainly. NOT conducive 10 sludying.
In the future, I would like 10 see
my money being spenl on something
which beuers my slay here.
Disgrutled Farrar Resident.
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t..gest Ubmy of Infotrrution In U. S. -

ll sub/BCIS

"Our Name Says It All"

Order catalog Today with Visa I MC or COD

800-351-0222
(3tO) 477-6226

900 N. Rolla Street
Rolla, MO 65401
314 - 364 - 0707
Custom Cuts, Color, Perms, Ear Piercing
Relaxers, Freezes, Braids, Etc.

or
Or. rush $2.00 to: R....rth tnfannltlon
tt3221daho Ave .. n06A Las Angeles. CA 90025

Coming Sept. 18th - Glamour Portraits!

Clean, crisp copies ...with
24-hour access available.

MAll. BOXES ETC' Southside Shoppers World'364-0006

t,

~This .,

PROffSSlonflL nfTWORK
ASSOCIATIOn, mc.

Way To

Boatmen)s.

I',~

P.O. BOX 190968
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETIS 02119
(617) 361-3631

Only four blocks from
campus at 210 W. 8th St.
with four ATMs in Rolla.

IA4\

Millions of dollars in scholarships, fellowships, grants, internships, work study programs and special student aid funds go unused every year because stu'd ents simply don't
-~ know wh~le to apply or how to get their sha'r e .' · . " .
.

BOATMEN'S'

-· BANK-OF

ROLLA
, ~ Md;nher "IDIC

. "

"J'r,

The secret in locating money for college, lies in your strategy. ,You.need step-by-step
information on what aid is <;Ivailable and hi>wyoO ear::\'g et it.; Th~ti.me to i3pply ii.~ow!
You can apply as early as yoar jt nior year in high s'chbol, or d~riflg your undergraduate
or gra.duate study. Aid can be used at any accredited college or trade school.

J.

Greetings and.
feathered friends!!
me??? Isuremisse<
not to be gone las
things came up I
timely completion c
·1 hope you can for

.......:4~_ ~';- r

Thi:;;'Direcfory will provide information for Students or Individuals wishing or attending
high scho~ls: business schools, technical schools, graduate schools, law schools,
medical schools, vocational institutions, undergraduate schools, research programs,
and leadership programs.

IPlIEICQ)N1E 364-7077
1-800-844-7077

Corporations,. Trusts, Foundations, Religious Groups and other Organizations offer
Scholarships, Fellowships, Grants, Internships, and Work Study Programs to students
annually, regardless of grades or parents income levels.

CRoCQu's ~)nQs C[lownlown CPhcunt(j.c~
OPEN 7 DAYS PER W EE~:
MONDAY THRU FRIDAY 8;00 AM • B:OC PM
SATURDAY 9:00 AM • 5:00 PM
SUNDAY 11 :00 AM • 5:00 PM

DELlYERY SERVICE
; EMERGENCY NUMBER 364·8209
BILL WUENSCHER. R. Ph.

C:You~ CPeJ:sonaQ CPhcumactsl
"HOME OF RX·MAN"

,---------------------------------------1
I

"" ORDER FORM ""

I

Ple~se send me a copy of the Scholarship Directory - Enclosed is $25.00 I
I
I
I
Name:
I
I
Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
I

I
I
I

I

I

.

City:

L___ ~ __ ~~OFESSIO~!:.

NETWORK ASSOCIA~ON,~C.

State:

Zip
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J. Andrew Dare

Pedro's Posada
In the two years that I have spent at
UMR, I have come across few things
mo re appalling or fascinating than
what 1 encounter every day in the TJ
parking lot. In the midst of a sea of cars
rests one most peculiar au tomobile--a
HEARSE! Completing the whole outfi t is a wooden coffin in the back!
Symbolizing more than just transportation, upon seeing it I always think of
death.
Although unpleasant, in the August 3D, 1995 issue oftheMiner. a story
appeared reportin g the death of Andrew Hentges, a UMR student. He was
a senior in civil engineering and only
28 years old. Life is transient, and
anybody's time on earth can be snuffed
out in a heartbeat. It's much like Garth
Brook 's song, " If Tomorrow Never
Comes" --it may not.
This past summer I was given the
opportunity to work with a 1st and 2nd
grade overnight camp in southeast
Missouri. At this camp I met an energetic man named Scott. Much like
UMR's very own Dr. Trimble. Scot!
would jump around and swing his arms

about when explaining his ideas. I love
seeing such enthusiasm! Whi le I
didn't even catch this guy's last name,
I will remember always one idea he
gave me. Scott ow ned hi s own business and, as s uch, saw many people and
saw many ambitions. He also saw a
human life as ahole. "Everybody's life
can be represented as a hole. The hole
can vary in size and s hape, both of
which will change over the person's
life. Nonethe less. every person must
die at some time. Andy, when you die,
what size hole will you leave? Will
yours be trodden over and soon forgotten, or will yours be so big that nobody
else's life can fill it?"
Every person on this fantastic earth
is unique. Every person on this fantastic earth has skills and abilities to offer.
Every person also has a hole. Every
person also must die. When you ride in
a hearse one last time, how big will
your hole be?
email: dare@umr.edu
... comments and suggestions
very welcome ...

J't.

Run For Your Life!!

Ask Me Anything

--l
I
. I
.00 I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
9_j

Greetings and salutations my flne- instead it's the best season because it's
feathered friends!!! Did you mIss
prime nap-taking time. Yes indeed,
me??? I sure missed you. I really' tried . those cool rainy afternoons are an innot to be gone last week. but some stant call to dreamland. There's noththings came up that prevented the
ing Qetter than turning on some soothtimely completion of my lovely article
ing music (I prefer a little Dark Side of
- I hope you can forgive me ...
the Moon), opening the window, getting down to the skivvies, and crawling
SOOO. How are things going here
under some crisp sheets to sleep away
at good 01' UMR??? I hope you're
the afternoon ...
ready for the flIst round of tests as they
For those of you familiar with my
aren't too terribly far away. For those
column, you know that I have written
of you spending your first semester at
about a multitude of ways you can
UMR, I will tell you now that yes
avoid school and work. But. I must tell
indeed, I have proof that your profesyou, that the absolute best way to avoid
sors do get together to make sure that
all that you have to do is take a nap.
all their tests coincide (see, you will
Now mind you, I'm not talking about a
soon appreciate the value of this when
little !5 minute job. I'm talking about
you can block off the whole week for
going in for the long haul (you know,
nothing but some good, old-fashioned
the kind where you get more sleep in
studying). And remember, this isn't one afternoon than some people get all
even the fun part ... You just wait until
week). Now, when you settle in, don't
finals, then there will really be some
bother to set your alarm, just let yourgood times around here!!!
self wake up naturally. This reminds
me of two guys that would actually
But. I digress ...
compete to see who could take the
longest nap (incidentally, these are the
As we enter Fall, we enter one of same two guys who decided that inthe best seasons of the year. It's DOt the stead of studying for their Phys 24 fmal
best season because of the different they would have Tetris challenges all
hunting or sporting deviations. No,
day - except they were in no position to

not study). Sometime, I am going to
write a complete guide to wasting away
an entire week, I just need to wait for
the Statute of Limitations to run out on
some things. But, until then, enjoy
your afternoons - whatever you do ...
Now that we've got all the warm
and fuzzies out of the way, I need to
know, why aren't you asking me questions??? Don't you know that I'm
going to write anyway. And, since
you're paying (indirectly) to read
what's printed here you might as well
get something useful out of me other
than how to take a good nap. Currently,
I am working on some stuff that I came
up with all by myself, I just haven't got
all the pieces together yet. But don ' t
think that I'm going to do it all, I do
have other things to do beside sit
around and make stuff up. So, if you
even think that you might have something interesting for me to investigate,
let me know - I'll decide what would be
interesting (actually, I'm so desperate,
I'll investigate just about anything).
So, don't forget, you can reach me at
janson@umr.~u or at The Miner in
108 Norwood Hall. Don't forget ...
janson@umr.edu

The Army ROTC Stonehenge
Battalion from the University of Missouri-Rolla and the Phelps County
Regional Medical Center will ~
sponsoring a 5 km run to raise money
for the Rolla Area United Wayan
September 16, 1995. Registration
will begin at 8:00 a.m. and is $5.00,
with the race beginning at 9:00 a.m ..
The race has over 10 separate divisions covering all ages. All race

participants wi ll be entered in a
raffle with the winner receiving a
mountain bike. Trophies will be
awarded to the. top overall male and
female runners, medals for the division winners along with T-Shirts for
the flIst 50 registered participants. A
Continental breakfast will be provided following the race.
If you have any questions, contact
Major Greg Allison at 341-4744.

t·
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Kyle Raymond

The Watch, The B'i ble, and ·TheoGimp
.... , And I will strike. down upon
thee with great vengeanCe and furious
anger those who auempt to poison and
destroy my brothers . And you will
know my name is the Lord, when I lay
my vengeance upon thee." A sudden
scream, and gunshots follo w this
quotation from tlle second film of a

France, to swine and their feces, Pulp
Fiction elevates meaningless chitchat
to a higher form of art, which is why
Tarantino and Bender received an
Academy Award for the screenplay of
the film. Combined with dialogue, the
referen ces toward other film and

sations ran ging from a Big Mac in

popular arcade game,
Mortal
Kombat is a tournament used to keep
the evil emperor of Out world from

bert (yes, the Hig hlander ) as Raiden,
god of thunder and lightning, here to
g ui de the mortals from this dimension
into combal. The mortals must not
only face the bad guys, but they must
also confron t their own fears and
ambitions to win the (Ouf.n ament.

Jackson, Pulp Fict ion continues the
s tudy of hum an relationships within
the backdrop of organized crime.

Throughout the film , the audience is
exposed to several stories, all revo lving aro und the two hit men. M uch like
Resen o ir Dogs, Tarantino's first
film, Pulp Fiction combines raw and
graphi c violence, with a rep arlee that a
Waffle House waitress would admire.
The magic in this ftlm is the dialogue
between the characters. With conver-

feature Mortal Kombat, yet another
movie bent on the sole purpose of
making money. Loosely based on the

taking control of o ur own dimension .
T he movie features Christopher L3I11-

no w legend ary d irector. Pulp Fiction,
a film by Q ue ntin Tarantino and cowritten with Lawrence Bender, w ill
finally make its video debut this week .
Featuring Bruce Willis, Tim Roth,
Uma Thurman, Jo hn Travolta, and
Academy Award nommee Samue l L.

P ulp Ficti on takes the audience
on a visual to ur of two hit men 's lives,
portrayed by Jackson and Travolta.

bring out the Gimp.
As for new films, this week will

literary wo rks help spur the film 's
popUlarity. One such reference is the
glowing brief case, whic h relates to
The Treasures of Sierra Madre .
Another ·reference features the "j ust
desserts" of Mr. Pmk from Reservoir

Dogs, now having his turn at the
glamoro us life of the food service
ind ustry. From Big Kahun a Burgers
to uncomfortable wa tch storage, Pulp
Fiction will keep yo u en tertained
from one scene to the next. so let 's

Sorry to disappoint many of you.
but I actuall y liked this movie.
Coupled with tlle techno thump of the
music, the fight scenes fuel an
adrenaline rush wh ile you watch.
With exq uisite camera work, the fight
scenes of Mortal Komb a t are still no
comparison with that of the pseudoo riginal, Bruce Lee' s cult classic
Enter the Dragon . If you do decide to
see this movie, I do recommend seeing
it in a theater equipped with Dolby
Digital Surro und or THX, or else you
are missing the full effect of the film.

..• SUBconscious.~_.
AIe you a dedicated Miner
reader? Did you jump outofbed only
minutes ago and race to the nearest
newsstand in order to get this week's
issue into your hot little hands as
soon as possible? Well, I have just
one thing to say to you: what are you
thinki ng? Don't you realize what
today is? It's campus showcase day!
Didn't you want to see everything
that campus organiza ti ons had to offe r? Aren't you interested in free
lunch, caricatures, and maybe even
some cash? Set this paper dow n right
now, and run---don'r walk-to the
Puck while there's still time! If you

miss this one, you'll regret itmaybe not today, maybe not tomorrow, but soon, and for the rest of your
life (or at least until the Campus
Showcase next year).
As for the rest of you, all of
you re aders who didn't get around to
flipping through the Miner until
Thursday or Friday, I suppose a seco nd chance can be arranged. Even
though you may have missed the
Campus Showcase, you can s till
make i t to thi s weeke nd's film.
Cri m son Tide . As always, we will
be screenin g the film on Friday and
Saturday at 7 and 9 pm in ME 104.

Just Around the Corner
Righ t now, li fe in Rolla must be
feeli ng mighty ro ugh on everyo ne.
We' re right in tlle middle of the first
ro und of tes ts, yo u just realized yo u're
three chapters behind 111 the class, and
there 's a quiz tomorrow at 7:30! Well,

tion of the Green's imminent arrival.
Then the sweatshirts will hit Rolla like
a tidal wave, flooding the campus in
green. As always, the SL Pat's Committee will be selling Green at the puck
every day so everyone will have a

there is one ray of hope in our sea of
despair. Yes. the '96 SI. Pat's
Sweatshirt Design Contest is now over
and that can on ly mean that
sweatshirts aren't too far behind. Soon
the design winners will be receiving
tlleir prizes, enhancing the anticipa-

chance to pick theirs up. Start getting
fired up now, because the '96
sweatshirts will be here soon and the

There weItseV(
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Miner football loses defensive battle

\l

Carl James
Sports Editor

There were several surprises Saturday when UMR ' s Miner football
team opened its season at Missouri
Valley in Marshall. The schools were
comingof fofweeken ds in w hichtheir
offenses were putting big numbers on
the board. Missouri Valley had scored
40 in its opener one week be fore, and
th e ~1iners racked up 7~ po ints in its
scrimm age with Central ~1ethodi st.

Missouri Valley' s high scoring option offense was a major concern for the
Miners before the game got underw ay.
Coach Jim Anderson, in an interview
with KTTR radio, said that he was sure
to bring his "Ro laids" along for the trip.
This fear was intensified by the fact the
Miners lost several All-American defen sive players last year, and the there
are only three seniors o n the entire
team. Anderson said th at th e younge r
team is " Enthusiastic, wo rkin g hard,

and really go t their goals set as far as
what th ey want to achieve this seaso n
for the Miners."

However, if everyone knew what a
football game would entail before it
was pl ayed, there would be no reason
to play i!. This game turned out to
prove that very poin!. The Miners
managed to hold the Missouri Valley
Vikings to only 3 points from an early
first quarl er 33-yard field goal. The
Miner defense held off ",hat everyone
was sure was a major Viking scoring
threat.
Although the Miners got so lid pl ay
out of their defense, the offe nse wasn' t
up to th e task. In the interv iew w ith
KTTR , Anderson empha sized th at

_ _ _ill

"[The Miners] have to score points ."
Unfortunately for the UMR, the Viking
field goal was the onl y scoring that
Missouri Valley needed. The Miner's
failed to score at all.
All throughout the game the Miners had difficulty gelling ten yards in
four downs. The Miners only managed
to get 9 first downs the entire game. In
the first half they even tried a punt fake,
but a mistake on the snap gave the ball
to the Vikings. This story continued
into the second half, and it became

clear th ai the Miners were just not up to

the task of gelling the ball an ywhere

Gosnell

near the endzo ne. The Miners only
gained 137 yards total, compared with
268 for Misso uri Valley.
The Miners will begin the MlAA
conference season next week at Northe ast Missouri State in Kirksville .
UMR is hoping to repeat las t year' s
.500 seaso n. The Miners will have
their wo rk cut out for them on Saturday, as they have not beaten Northeast
in over a decade. However, we have
already seen some surprises this year,
and more are certain to come. The
Miners onl y hope those surprises will
be in the ir fav or.

Football
UMR
Missouri Valley

3

Men's Soccer
UMR
Harris-Stowe

2
1

Women's Socce r
UMR
Wisconsin-Parkside

3

UMR
SIU-E dward sville

1
4

0

0

Wan a
~500

;"then th~

laUer what
fis rel ease ,
.. . ' II
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NFL week

~.~7; ,us a

St. Louis Rams roll over Sain ts in Busch
68-yard drive. All

And)' . ·· I.enauer
Stan

Vriter

Last Saturday's C( ' ost between
the S!. Louis Rams an the New Orleans Saints resulted in . second consecutive victory for tl- '{ ams. This
hasn't happened since
9 1. but in a
17-13 victory it becam ,c t.
With this in mind,
Rams came
out swing ing with a 33-~
I touchdown
pass from Chris Mill er
.;; aac Bruce .
The TO touched off a
ar II play,

of this set off New
Orleans' quarterbac k Jim Everret to
try the same, but to no avail. All that
the Saints could muster was a field
goal in the closing minutes of the fllst
quarter.
The Rams were not perfect though .
Miller was sacked forcing the team to
punt. He was also sacked in the trailing minutes seconds of the fIrst half by
Eamest Di xon. Then the defense set
in. Todd Lyght returned an interception 6 I ya rds for a touchdown, and to
top the half off Alberto White and Jerry
Jones combined to sack a scrambling
Jim Everre!. After the half, the big
defensive end out of Notre Dame, Sean

Gilbert, made himself known to Everret
when he sacked him in the beginning of
the third quarter. This did not disgruntleEve rret enough though, because
with 16 seconds left in the third, he
connected with Torrence Small for a
touchdow n capping off an 80-yard
drive.
In the fourth quarter, The Saints
edged even closer with a 34-yard field
goal by Chris Lohmiller. This did not
shake the explosive offense of the
Rams. At fourth and inches, the team
faked a punt which res ulted in the first
dow n that g ave the Rams eno ugh time
to stall o ut the ir second co nsecuti ve
win.

Scholarship??

STUD ENT MANA GER
NEED ED FOR
UMR MINER FOOTB ALL TEAM
Requirements:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Must be responsible
Be depend able
Be willing to work weekends '
Be willing to travel with the team

A $500/s emeste r scholarship will be
awarded to the student rrianager

If interested please stop by the UMR Athletic
Department G-2 Multi-Purpose Building
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Life

from page 5

tie stuck in the elevator doors as you
, head upstairs, or yo u sprain your ank le
. while trying to walk up three flight s of
stairs in heels beca use some bozo go t
his tie stuck in the elevator doors. By
. the time you finally make it up to the
third floor --and are administered the
necessary oxygen after the long hike-yo ur make-up has melted or yo ur hair is
standing up in the back like it did in all
of your school pictures from the time
you were seven until tile II th grade.
Okay, fine. Life goes on. The door
where your interv ie\V will take place
opens and ou t walks the company's last
interviewe e before you: a Rhodes
sc holar wi th a 4.0 gpa, le aders hip
skills gained through a summer spent
in the Russian parliament, and extracurricular activities of working in the

missions. [n tile Congo. With lepers.
Okay, let 's go off campus .for a
moment to sec that these small nui sances extend beyond the reaches of
university life. Suppose one Saturday
you decide to take a road trip. You
know, get out of town for awh ile, ignore all the homework you're supposed to be doing, etc., etc. Ten minutes into your trip. you find yourself in
a traffic jam caused by a jacknifed J.B.
Hunt truck carrying a load of watenn elons to Eastern Indiana. Swell. You
finally make it to an exit and a gas
stalion. Whi le slurping the Jolt you
just bought. yo u managed to spill the
entire thing onto the only map you
have, co mpletely obli terating major
portions of the stat e of Missouri. Well ,
it could be worse: yo u could do like I

did one time and discover that the
entire westbound lanes of 1-44 were
missing. (My theory on this is that the
English got ticked because the London
Bridge is now in Arizona, so they stole.
a 15 mile stretch of 1-44 to get even .)
So, you see. there is really a strange
sort of order to the world. It's not as
chaotic as it seems. and until you start
summing up all of these linle annoyances. life really isn't all that bad.
right? So. remember this the next time
you're trying to print out an 80 page
term paper on the Reagan years and the.
on ly' working printer on campus at 3 in
the morning is behind a locked door:
it ' s not the gods of lightn ing and th under that are out to get you. It's just a
series of minor technicalities.

NOT ALL
GOOD THINGS
MUST COM[
TO AN END.

. 51

~
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SMOKER SEPTEMBER 15
FRIDAY 4:00 P.M. @ KAPPA SIGMA
INTERESTED IN INTERVIEWING
CONTACT KEN MARTINEZ
AT TAU KAPPA EPSILON
341-3380/364-8115
THETA TAU OMEGA'S FIRST
ANNUAL OCTOBERFEST
SATURDAY OCTOBER 14TH
@ LION'S CLUB PARK

Just because you are finished using disposable products around your house, does not mean they can never
be used again. Carelessly discarding recyclable products can do irreparable damage to the environment.
Simply taking a few minutes to sort aluminum, glass.
and certain paper products can make a world of difference. Recycling is a never-ending process that can do a
world of good for our ailing planet. The earth's groundwater supply, the orone layer, and the air we breathe
are being destroyed with each passing second. DeSpite
the grim statistics, there is something you can do about
these problems. The only way to change them is to recycle, conserve, and educate yourself about what you
can do In your own community. Your world is .1n your
hands.
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CHANGE BEGINS WITH YOU.
ALLIANCE FOR ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION

More Details To Follow In the Near Future
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STUDENT~
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Computing A
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Summer Employment

St~
~

EXXON - INTERN~TION~L RECRUITMENT
P. O. Box 2 180 Room 3906

Method: PRS-Open
Dace of Interview:

Houston, TX 77252-2180
Ms . Shirley M. Bates

Major.: CHE MECH MIN PETR
Minimum GPA: 2.950
Must be at least Junior standing.
Position A.vailable: Va riou s
Position Locations: Nationwide - predominately TXt LA
Deadline for submitting resumes:
September 15

.5r;

NJ

sac
10/04, 10/05

COMMUNICATIONS
1010 Pine St Room 17-W-OS

Method: PRS-Open
Date of Interview:

t

10/10, 10/11

St. Louis, MO 63101
Ms. Linda Joseph
Majors: ELEC EMAN CMPS MNGS
Minimum GPA: 2.950
Must be at least Sophomore standing.
Position Available: Various
Position Locations : MO, KS, OK , AR, TX
Deadline for submitting resumes:
Septe~be~ 19
PRE-RECRUITMENT MEETING: ~uesday, October 10 - 7:00 pm
, 212 McNutt Hall

~
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Student Issues
Brian Harris
StuCo Source
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to get a Novell server established for
student accounts.
For more
information, contact Andy LeCren
(alecren@umLedu).
The
REGISTRATION
WEB
Computing Affairs Committee is
looking into the possibility of
re~istering for classes vi~ the World
WIde Web. For more mformatlOn,
contact
Andy
LeCren
(alecren@umLedu).

The follOWing is a list of issues
Student Council has been working on.
Ifyou have any questions about any of
these. e-mail the indicated contact
person.
Otherwise.
e-mail
stuco@Jmv.edu. call 341-4280 or stop IMPROVED COMPUTERS FOR THE
by 202 UC-West.
24 HOUR LABS: A complaint was
voiced that the only 24 hour computer
on campus has the worst computers.
STUDENT LOCKERS ON CAMPUS: lab
For more information on how this issue
A suggestion was made that student is progressing, contact Andy LeCren
lockers be available in buildings around (alecren@umLedu).
campus. Currently, there are about 30
lockers in the University Center--East. SUMMER
TEACHING
They are located immediately outside EVALUATIONS
Teaching
the cafeteria There are currently 10-IS evaluations were not given to students
available. The cost is $S per semester taking classes during the summer
plus a $10 deposit. See Carol Molchan session this year. Rather, Department
in the Student Activities Office if you Chairs performed their own evaluations.
are interested.
The Professional Societies Committee
There are also over ISO lockers in is currently investigating why this
the basement of the library. The cost is occurred.
For more information,
a $S deposit. See the check-out counter contact Phil Gong (gong@umLedu) or
in the library if you are interested.
Gary Ross (gaross@umLedu).
WEATHER
STATION
BY
STONEHENGE : A complaint was
voiced that the weather station recently
installed by Stonehenge detracts from
the appearance of our campus. For
more information on how·this issue is
progressing, contact Mike Vincent
(vincent@umLedu).
•
NEED MORE CAMPUS DIALUPS :
Once again, usage of the dialup lines
has increased. Computing Services isplanning on installing more mod.:ns by
the end of the semester. Fur more
information, contact Andy LeCren
(alecren@umr.edu).
STUDENT NOVELL SERVER: The
Computing Affairs Committee is trying

furtheL For more information, contact
Karl Schmitt (kschmitt@umr.edu).
TELEPHONE REGISTRATION

lack of commitment to providing a
facility. For more information, contact
Rich Lee (rclee@umLedu).
MORE FOREIGN LANGUAGES: A
suggestion was made to offer more
foreign languages.
For more
information,
contact
Rich
Lee
(rCiee@umr.edu).

StuCo Source
At the Student Union Board's
annual Student Organization Showcase
on September 13, Student Council is
providing students with a way to vent
their frustration, while also helping the
Russell house of Rolla. Throughout the
day di fferen t administrato rs, faculty,

~

Club Appropriations Applications are due
Sept. 18 at 3:30pm in the StuCo office.
Questions?
Just call 341-4280.

(Curator's Corner

This column will provide you
periodic updates on the latest
deliberations of your governing body
for this institution. Yes, that's ri~t--the
University of Missouri Board Curators,
This nine-member board sets the policy
for the four University of Missouri
campuses in Rolla, Columbia, Kansas
City and St. Louis.
As the student representative to the
Board, my purpose is to bring the
student's perspective and concerns to
the govern ing officials of our system.
Although a senior now, I have been in
this governor appointed position since
my sophomore year. It has been an
honor to serve my peers of all four
campuses at the university's highest
level.
On the average, the Board meets
every other month. However, in the
past few years, the full Board has met
less frequently, and ' has been
concentrating more on work within
committees.
Executive, Academic
Affairs, Finance, Physical Facilities,
Resources
and
Planning,
and
Telecommunications Technology are
the current committees of the Board.
I serve as an ex-officio member of
the Academic Affairs Committee,
which will be meeting this Thursday,
Sept. 14, in Columbia. Items of
discussion will be the impact of the
recent changes in the Curators
Scholarship Program and a report on
and students will be available to be Studies Prof.
Student Achievements. It is my opinion
DUNKED in Student Council's dunking ,Ronald Bieniek - Physics Prof.
booth. For just one dollar a student has Josh Grove - Student Council, VP of there will be other items besides those
mentioned, but the committee has not
three chances to dunk one of the Internal Affairs
following:
Brian Harris - Student Council, VP of yet received a formal agenda
The remaining committees will
External Affairs
Bill Wilson
Siudent Services Keith Blackford - Student Council also meet in the next week before the
full Board meeting, which is Sept.
Coordinator
President
2 1-22
at
the
Un iversity
of
Mark Potrafka - Greek Advisor
Wendell Ogrosky - Vice Chancellor
All money from this event will go Missouri-Columbia. There are several
for Student Affairs
directly to the Russell House, which issues on the table for Ihe Board 10
Camille Consolvo - Ass!. to the Vice services Ihe Rolla area in providing confront this semesteL
In my opinion, those that have a
Chancellor fo r Student Affairs
housing for battered women and
direcl impact on students are the
La nce Haynes - Speech and Med ia children.
KMNR : A complaint was made that
KMNR, the student-run radio station,
does not play music that is appealing to
the majority of the students. KMNR
plays a wide variety of music, keeping
its playing format open. They try to
COpy honor requests whenever they are on the
ENGINEERING
CIVIL
MACHINE: A request was made for air, so if you don't like what they are
Student Council to investigate obtainng playing, give them a call at 341 -4272
a copy machine for the students in the and give them a suggestion. For more
contact
Rich
Lee
Civil Engineering Building. Currently, information,
students are charged $.2S a copy to use (rclee@umr.edu).
the machine in the building. For more
ENGINEERING
information, contact Phil Gong CHEMICAL
(gong@umr.edu) or Gary Ross COMPUTER HOURS: It was brought
to Student Council's attention that the
(gaross@umLedu).
computer lab in the Chemical
CAMPUS RECYCLING : A student Engineering building was being closed
commented that the University doesn't before listed hours. The problem was
employ many visible efforts to recycle reported to the Student Activities
trash. It was pointed out that the Office, which handles all of the closing
University has a policy of going through times for the buildings on campus. For
trash and picking out the auminum, but more information, contact Rich Lee
that the issue would be investigated (rclee@umLedu).

•
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Greek Week Blood
Drive a huge success

gives a great big THANKS to all those
who showed up to donate or help work
_'.
Suzanne Lynch
the drive. Thanks go out to Pizza Hut,
"'
Pizza Inn, Domino's Pizza, Little
StuCo Source
Caesar's,
Alex's
Pizza
Palace,
McDonalds, Marriott Food Services,
and Hebbler Pepsi for their dmations to
The UMR Student Council
the drive. The number of Greek Week
ON-CAMPUS DAY CARE : Student American Red Cross Blood Drive held
· .
Points awarded to each house will be
Council has been working on th IS Issue last week collected 349 productive units
,
.
bl
announced after donor names have been
,or over a year. The major pro em of blood out of 393 willing donors!
· h
h b
h
thoroughly tallied. The next StuCo
encountere d m t e past as een t e This has once again rontirmed UMR as
·
blood drive will be on Decenner 6 & 7.
apparent lack 0 f potential customers It the most generous group of donors in
'
. .
f I
Once again, thanks to everyone who
Id
wou reqUIre to mruntam a success u Ihe Greater Ozarks Region. StuCo
program combined with the University's . ~~":",,_~_ _ _,,;;,,!,,",,!,!,_ _ _~c;;o;,;;ntr:;,;,:ib~u~te;d;.;t~o~t;:h;;:is:.:d;,;,r,:,;iv~e;;.!_ _ _'!""_

Several complaints about the current
telephone registration system were
brought up, including the fact that it is
not available 24 hours a day. For more
information, contact Karl Schmitt
(kschmitt@umr.edu).

"Dunk 'em all" In the
StuCo dunking booth!
Karl Schm itt
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following :
-Report of the Student Fee Task
Force, which will determine the rate of
tuition increases for the next S years
-Program Review, which will
eliminate programs across the system
and reallocate funds to enhance
remaining programs
-Revision of the Land Gra nt Mission
to meet the needs of the 21st century
-Enrollment
Management,
the
possibility of revised admission
requirements at UMC
Requirement,
a
-Technology
possibility pertaining to high school
graduates having to achieve a certain
level of computer literacy upon
admission
into the University of
Missouri.
As state funding for higher
education is unpredictable, and the
University of Missouri continues to
pursue Program Review, it is truly a
challenging time for the UM Board of
Curators. Although, my term expires
this December, it is exciting to be on
the Board during this process and the
changes to come.
The student representative is a
two-year position that rotates among the
campuses. Presently, the University of
Missouri-Kansas City is accepting
applications for the Jan. I, 1996-Dec.
3 I, 1997 term.
However, if the
governor does not appoint the new
student by Jan. I, 1996, I will continue
to serve in the position until it is filled .
I encourage you to meet me again
at the Curator's Comer for the latest
with YOU and the Board!
Respectfully Yours in Service,

~~

Gayalri Bhatt, Student Representative
UM-Board of Curators _ __ _ _.1
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Engineering Suplemental Fee: Just what is it anyway?
Keith Blackford
Source

of Geology and Geophysics do not pay
this fee. Due primarily to a cutback in
state appropriations and an increase in
engineering enrollment, the University of Missouri System was having
financial problems in the early 1980's.
Because of the large engineering en-

Only very new studenlS to UMR
are unaware that they are charged an
Engineering Supplemental Fee of
$32.70 per credit hour of engineering
class. However, how many studenlS
really understand the fee? Why does
the university have this fee? How did
the fee start? The answers to these
questions are important, and it is im-

portant that students understand the
fee, because the best chance of changing the fee is coming up this fall. The
University's Student Fee Task Force
will be deciding student fee levels until
the year 2002, and one of the issues
under consideration will be the Engineering Supplemental Fee.
First, some background on the
Engineering Fee. The Engineering fee
was established by the University
Board of Curators in December 1982,
and was imposed on engineering
courses at UMR and UMC , and
courses from the School of Mines and
Metallurgy at UMR. The departrnenlS

rollment, the UMR campus was particularly affected. The fee was set at
the initial rate of S I 0.00 per credit
hour.
The following criteria were used
for Ule implementation of supplemental fees for individualacademic programs:
(I) Student demand for the degree programs
(2) CoslS of providing instruction
(3) Relative difficulty of auractiing
and retaining good faculty
(4) Demand for graduates
(5) Levels of salaries available to
graduates

Based on these criteria, in July 1982,
the staff of the Administrative Affairs
Office of the UM System recommended that supplemental fees be considered for the School of Engineering
and the School of Mines and Metallurgy . Engi;eering students have'since
pointed out that using the anticipated
salary level to set the fee level assumes

that every graduate will pursue a career
in industry. StudenlS wishing to continue their education or enter a service
career are not receiving the benefit
assumed when imposing ule supplemental fee. Even if the criteria are
accepted, these students point out, the
criteria have merit for a fee difference
between programs only if a complex
plan with different fees for all undergraduate education is to be established. The question they ask is, "Why
are engineering and a few other programs at the other UM campu ses
singled out for supplemental fees?"
Part of the answer to this question is
th at the most expensive programs to
maintain are the ones that require an

additional fee. The fact remains, however, that a lab-intensive major such as

chemistry will no doubt cost more to
operate than a major without labs, such
as English, and the fees for studenlS in
these two majors are identical. Some
engineering studenlS do not believe it
to be fair to allow this apparent inequity to continue, while forcing engineering students to pay morc.

Another issue studenlS have raised
often is the fact that the funds raised
from the Engineering Supplemental
Fee are placeq in the General Operat-

ing Fund of the university, rather than
being earmarked specifically for the
programs of the students who pay the
fee. If the fee were set at exactly the
right level, this would not be an issue.
If every student pays exactly what his
or her education coSlS, and the money
to supply the education of this student
is then removed from the General Operating Fund and sent to the department, which is a simplification of the
actual process, then the student has
paid for exactly what he or she has

Therefore, for the system to be fair, the
Engineering Supplemental Fee must
be set at the right level. If there were a
system in place to keep Engineering
Fees within the engineering programs,
this possibility of subsidy would be
lessened, but the cost would be increased complexity of the system.
AnOUler problem is the difficulty
in justifying an increase in the Engineering Fee. When is an Engineering
Fee increase necessary when a general

received. If. however, the fee is too

sary? Since Ule funds generated [rom
the fee are not used for specific expenses, such as salaries and equip-

high or too low, the engineering student is either subsidizing the other
majors, or the other majors are subsidizing engineering.

Let's take a look at an example. The
Educational Fee is currently $111.00
per credit hour, and the Engineering
Supplemental Fee is currently $32.70
per credit hour. If the actual cost of the
average engineering class is $143.70
per credit hour, there are no problems.
What if the actual cost were $130.00
per credit hour? In this case, engineering studenlS would be paying for more
than they receive, effectively subsidizing the non-engineering courses. The
converse would be true if the actual
cost were, say, $160.00 per credit hour.

Educational Fee increase is not neces-

ment, justification for fee increases are

at best questionable. Any justification
for an increase in the Engineering Fee
could also justify a similar increase in
the general Educational Fee, since the
funds are pooled.
These are issues that the Student
Fee Task Force will be considering,
and ulere is a possibility for change.
Students who would like to express an
opinion on the fee, or suggest a possible alternative, should attend the
Student Fee Action Team meetings
each Thursday at 7:30 p.m. in the Missouri Room of UCE, or contact Student
Council by calling 341-4280.

~

~
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Welcome Back!
Aid

Student Discount
704 North Bishop
Rolla, Missouri 65401

(314) 364-6965

Walk - Ins Welcome

Does your organization
need help with funding?
Justask Student Council!
requesting money will be allowed to
have a representative speak to the
External Funding committee before the
James Cain
committee
makes
any
recommendations. The organizations
StuCo Source
may also attend the StuCo meeting on
October 10th when the committee
If your campus organization has a presents its recommendations.
program or project that would benefit
If you have any questions about the
the campus but you n,)ed help with the Club Appropriations Fund, contact the
funding, then help may be right around External Funding Chairman, James
the comer.
Cain Gcain@umr.edu), the Assistant
Applications for the Club Chairman,
Bob
Babcock
Appropriations Fund are available in the (rbabcock@umr.edu), or the Student
StuCo office and are due by Sept. 18th Council Office (stuco@umr.edu · /
at 3:30 PM.
All organizations 341-4280).
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Creating student awareness of
rape situations and local centers for
protection and support of abused
women dominated the discussion, as
college campuses are often settings for
date and acquaintance rape and many
women don't know where to turn.
,. Nearby facilities include Student
Health Services, which keeps all information ' confidential and provides re. ferral services for abuse cases; the
University Police, which has been
lTained to deal with rape and abuse
situations, and the Russell House. The
Russell House serves as a fully-func tioning twenty-four hour shelter that
provides counseling, support groups,
parenting groups. children's groups
and educational services to viclims of
any form of domestic violence and their

children. They also provide lTansportation for emergency situations and
shelter residents, court advocates to
help victims obtain Orders of Protection and a crisis line with trained professionals answering calls twenty-four
hours a day.
The Russell House invites anyone
interested in volunteering to attend
lTaining. The lTaining takes sixteen
hours and the next session will be held
October 7-8. Additional information is
available from the Russell House office, phone number 364-0579.
Anyone currently suffering from
abuse is encouraged to call the Russell
House Crisis Line at 364-0222. The
Crisis Line also provides support
group information to victims and
former victims.

Eating disorder group to be formed
Amy Jones

Starr Writer

As many college students face issues of eating disorders and weight
problems, a new group. starting Thursday, September 21 will focus on
wellness-related activities to help students struggling with weight problems
learn total body welJness,
The group will meet at noon nine
Thursdays in a row in the Mark Twain
room of the University Center East for
a brown-bag lunch to discuss issues
such as self-esteem, fitness and mod-

eration and take a hands-on approach
to weight loss using activities such as
visits to a grocery store and the new
intramural facility,
Group founder Stephanie
Franklin of Student Health Services
created the group due to several student requests in order to help students
dealing with weight issues learn to
love themselves and their bodies,
One of the main focuses of the
group will be "learning to accept yourself and be at peace with where you are
on your wellness path," commented
Franklin .
Students interested in joining the
gro~p should contact Franklin at 3414225
or
bye-mailing
franklin@umr.edu.

EARN $5.00/hr
CALLING ALL MINERS!
Earn Christman cash
caDlng MSM/UMR AlumnI!
For more Infonnadon caD:

341-6376
Miner Phonathon Office

The Student Union Board Presents:

~LF£
IN/.N
.c;£N£!2.AL
Saturday,
September 23
8:00 P.M.
Centennial Hall

Free admission
wi't h student I.D.

Aid

from page 2

for November 14, 15, 16 or 17 (Mon~
day, Tuesday, Wednesday, or Thursday) form 2:30 pm to 3:30 pm in G-I
Conference room in Parker Hall. The
Rolla Admissions office looks forward
to working with you to bring talented
students to our campus.

web
is
'' http ://
web,studentservices.com:80/fastweb/

RURAL MISSOURI, INC.
If you have been employed as a
_FASTWEB is a freeuser-friendly
farm worker in the past two years, you
service in which a student completes may be eligible to receive free tuition
an online personal profile pertaining to
assistance for yo ur education. If yo u
his biographicalinformation. including
have worked as a farm . orchard. greenparent/student activities, background, house, or poultry/egg production emThe application deadline for the and college/major information .
ployee, yo u may qualify. For details,
October 28th EIT exam is September
Upon completion of this profile. _ and the field representativ~ closest to
17. Applications may be picked up at FASTWEB begins its search. and yo u, please call 1-800-234-497 1
I 19 Civil , 305 McNutt, and 142 within minutes the student is preSchrenk.
sented with a detail~d online list of ROLLA AREA BUSINESS AND
outside grants, scholarships, fellowPROFESSIONAL WOMEN SCHOL·
Students are reminded that - ships, internships, and loans he is eli- ARSHIP
The Rolla Area Business and ProRESUMES ARE NOT AUTOMATI gible to apply for. Approximately 1200
fessional Women's Club is offering
new awards are added to the
CALLY SUBMITTED BY THE
two scholarships of $500 to women
to companies for pre-screening for
FASTWEB database each day.
FASTWEB automatically updates enrolled for the 1996 spring semester.
on-campus interviews. Each student
each student's profile based on these The scholarship is designed to encourmust submit their own resume
new awards. FASTWEB also provides age women to advance their career
through the system to each company
a general information section describ- goals through continuing education- .
in which they are interested.
ing various Federal Student Financial whether they are currently pursuing a
There is a new service the Admis- Aid programs.
degree. returning to the work force
sions & Student Financial Aid Office is
Students ar" encouraged to use after a long-term absence. or are in the
offering on the World Wide Web called FASTWEB to learn more about fmanprocess of changing careers.
Applicants must be women 25
FASTWEB (Financial Aid Search . cial aid and keep abreast of eligible
Through The Web). Its location on the awards.
years of age or older, citizens of the

cae

United States, a resident of Phelps,
Dent, Maries, or Pulaski County, must
be officially accepted into an accredited program or course of study at a
United States institution,must demonSlrate a need for financial assistance,
and must have a definite plan to use the
desired lTaining to improve chances
for advancement. to train for a new
career field, or 1~ re';?ter tl)~~l riiar:~
ket.
.

dren of men upon who they are
dependant for support but, because of
age or other disability ar unable or for
other reasons fail or neglect to adequately support their respective
wives and/or children.
Applications can be received in the
Stadent Finan'c ial Aid Office, G-I
Parker Hall. Applications will be accepted' throllgh. Sep-tember 30; 1995.
~

~'t

-;

.: Application~~are -~vf~?~le in, t ~e4 ~ ~~~uerit~ R~ ss .,Brne~ MeV'prial
Studetit Financial Aid -Office, G-I" I Seholarship' . '
,
.
Additional funds are avaliable for
Parker· Hall, and must be received by
the Scholarship Selection Committee~ 'iiie 1995-1996 acad~mic year fro m the
Marguerite
no later than September 30, 1995.
Ross Barnett Scholarship program-: To
CRANE FUND FOR WIDOWS AND qualify, a student must be 18 years of
age, employed
CHILDREN SCHOLARSHIP
The Admissions & Student Finan- more than 20 hours a week, be a U.S.
cial Aid Office wishes to make stu- citizen or permanent resident, be a
dents aware of the Crane Fund for resident of the state of
Missouri, be enrolled as a part-time
Widows and Children. The program is
student, and be in need offmancial aid.
for needy and deserving widows and
Applications are avaliable in the
children of men who. at their death
have left their survivors with inad- Financial Aid Office, G-I Parker Hall.
equate means of support. The fund is through October 13. 1995.
also for deserving wives and/or chil-
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Christy Land
Zeta Tau Alpha

Kate Gel-tken
Lambda Chi Alpha

J

Dionne Robel-ts
Triangle

Theresa Burkhart
Kappa Alpha

\

Christina Willard
Kappa Sigma

Amy Swanson
Alpha Epsilon Pi

Andrea Sebaugh
Pi Kappa Alpha

Tara Algreen
Sigma Tau Gamma

--..

....................

----------------------~-~

"
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Jenny Lynn Devereux
Tau Kappa Epsilon

Chris Scheid
Chi Omega

Jenni Binder
Sigma Nu

Tonya Karnowski
Sigma Chi

Kasie Keeling
Sigma Phi Epsilon

Jessica Adams
Beta Sigma Psi

Stefanie Arnelt
Theta Xi

Jessica Thomas

Kappa Della
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The Best Way To Save Money On Stuff
(Other Than Borrowing Your Roommate's).
Roommates tend to get weird when you borrow their stuff. (They're funny
like that.) Better to get yourself a

MasterCard~

card. Then

BLOOM CO

you could use it to buy the things you really want.
And with these College

MasterValues~

coupons, you'll save up to 40%. And until

you get your own place, it's the smartest thing you can do. Roommates are weird
enough as it

IS.

MasterCard. It's more than a credit card. It's smart money.~ .

i- --- - ---- -j~~~~~~;Y--- - -----'--- - - --~-~~~E::i~~--s- - -----

-------------- --- - - --- --- - - - - -r- ----- - -- -- ------- -------- -- --~

I

I

JlRTCARVED
c......
~

50"10 OFF ANY

WOMEN'S APPAREL

~~~:~~li~ll ~;~~ :~:~~~e~~t:;:~:~~~Call

EYEGLASS FRAME
S:lVe SO% on :l.bsolute.ly every eyeglus &.me plu. ...
bo nus discount of $20 on our best lenses. Sale
includes any eyegbn &.tme in stock when you pur-

1-800-999-7997 and receive a FREE catalog with
our b.lest styles. Place your order and save $10 on
any purchase 0[$50 or more when you use your

~:~:~:~:~ftt;~~~~~~n the COLLEGE

~:e:C~~~lt::f~~te:;;~es~: ~:~rbest

lenses. See optician for det2ili. Coupon required.

cji)

OIfn lnd coupon VlIid 8/1.5/9.5 10 121)1195. OfTn v.alid only on
P"rduJa I.Illnll M.>stnCud"Cud.. Surrmdcr
coupon II DrM or purcIwt: Coupon tw no cuh
vUU( UKinuynoc ~ eombtnnlwllb Uly
~
coupon. ducoum.VaJucRJgh tpKbg.' Of
~ .

I

I
I

:

s:"'~=o~::e";oti:l': ~

:

I

I
I

~----------- - ------------------~

I

CAMELOT
M U SI C

SAVE $3 OFP A CD
Here's music to your ean ... SOlve $3 on one regularly priced Compact Disc at 56.99 or more when
you we your MasterCard" Card. Limit two $3
discounts per coupon, per pu rch:lSe. Limit one $3
di5COUnt per box set purchase . Offer Not Valid

Without This Coupon. COUPON #336

I

"'IIiY

:

c:x::K.iN8L\

ADi~g{SAVE25%onl. '~.

:

~ve 25% off the reguJ:u price of the Aerosmith
coUection. fe:nuring ~U the origin:l! Co l umbi~
2lbunu. BOX OF FIRE includes ~ previouslyunrde-ased. 5-mck bonw disc of Aero-rarities ~nd
turd-to-find gems including "Subw~y~ "Circle Jerk"
and morel Order now and get 12 CDs for $89.99.
Call 1-BOO-322-34 12 and ask for the CO LLEGE

I

~------ - - - - ---- ------- --- --- -- -4
t

IkII <lFII

.,

01995 MiulnCard l ,./n-til1M1 Incorponrl(d

..... ~ •••,.' .... ~,.

• ",

•••

~

....... "., __ • .,.. .....-. ·)..";;~ . .. ' .... ,..r ......

I

I

SAVE UP TO $140
Your college ring. from AnCarved, is a keepS2ke
you 'll a1ways tre~ure. Save $35 on 10K gold, $70
on 14K gold or $140 on 18K gold. C2ll

1- 800-952-7002 fo r mOTe details. Mention
offer #9501.

JO IN AND SAVE $45

nb'r 13 199

~
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Dilbert ill by Scott Adorns
/'\.'( PLAN IS TO BUY ALL
THE PROPERTY ON EARTH

1'/'\. RETIRING FRO/'\.
/'\.Y MEDIA EMPIRE
AND PUTTING f"\'{
VAST WEALTH INTO

AND EVICT E.VERYBODY
WHO DOESN'T AGf\EE TO

N:AL ESTATE

BE MY PUPPET.

THAT'S A
" MUPPET." IT'S
ALL SPELLED
OUT IN YO UR
LEASE

IBLOOM COU N T Y
r-------:--,
H6 fitll(l 71{~ {/II/V6K5e WlUFflU- !111CK iN av I~
SOWWfIY. 5T1l1?J../'lIlN6T5...
Wr (J IIO"T /?tJ65...
I3£1?YTHIN6 W/U-

:xJ.l/1/5H 7O&e7H€K•..

off the mark

by Mark Parisi

.,.So HE' GIVE'S Mf1HJs lpoK I AND 1SAY, ")loUGoITA P~BLfMJ HuMP-BoY?"
-[HEN I-I£' -(RlfS 16 KICK 1'1£ SO :r Do
-(HiS 'M~£ 1f-IING.·.
I

~

•
i.
p

~

:;:u;

<:P!1f SLIGI1! Er-1B£L!1SH/NG r~M-rHE:'
S-rAAv-J fHAI BPPK(" -,;.I£, o..r,£J:.S B.t>CK.

LEHMAN

-

~

~J
2

s.o_a'w'.
1 ALlll AO'l'
oIIu,. T"",
Ie..( cIH.AO'\..

AT~

&vl"

u·.'

o,J · ( Il"Tl)l(t

VOVC.,TI""",

'''''. '·le:.

by Andrew Lehman
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1.UII
.. EumiOl tiOD

1. 5maDamouol
11. PbnU Iri~ I
loa",

U. S,,"
Il.lIiJbcan!
14. ChLas melSUr
II. ChIsm
11. BIIli... octl'l
Il. SOIlc.

11.Nllmbtr

.
SINGLE?? LONELY'?
Lislen to or leave a message for singles
in this area looking to meet you. Call
1-900-776-6600 Ext. 8485 $2.99 per
min. Must be 18 yrs. Procall Co . (602)
954-7420
Ultimate Frisbee Tournament - September 23&24 Sign-ups and Rules
available Contact J.R. Grohs 34 18999 coolice@umr.edu for details! !
Whatcha Playing?
Your mom declined ...
Cheese.
You look different in the light!!
Can me anytime to give me a life ...
feel free to drag me places too!
Mr. "That's a cool tree!"

. Campus Gossip
Schottel.
Where do we live?
AOT. Kernan
Amy R.
Congratulations! When do we get
to duck tape you to KA's greeks?
AOT. Your Pledge Class
Bow to the goddess. bow to the goddess of filth . of rubbi s h of
pe wtress ednes s". We lov e you
Eeyore! May your clouds drift away
for the next few weeks !
Fro m the two dice in the beer gammon

Snobby girl. Snobby girl
Susan. Mindy. & Lisa.
What kind of pizza do we want?
Lico. Marites
Mindy Bob.
You're not supposed to chop chop
with Jive Bob.
Lico. Merry Toes
Crissie EckhoffYou're doing awesome with Greek
Week. Keep uP the great work :)
Lico. Jenny Lynn

game.

S1. Pat Senior Reps Rule!
Love. KD

Mary Grass.
Yo u're awesome !! \Ve need to go
out again sometim e.

Lico. Jenny Lynn
Kappa Delta WAHOO !

ULTIMATE!
WAHOO Kay Dee!
Ian.
Spend it all!!

Hey Cl1 i-0's
Where's the Key Sport T-Shirt??
Lico. THE OWNER

Christina.
Are you poision yet?
Lico. Katheryne
Chi-O pledges are AWESOME!! !
PMG's ARE REALL Y COOL! (watch
for ice on the bridge!)
Lico. PMG #1
JulieYou are the worst shacker
Lico. len G
ShannonStop layi ng eggs in the bathroom
Lico. YR
Deanna
Congratulations on Initiation !
Lico. YBBS
Jen & Shannon
MOO!

.

~

\.

Karly NN.
You like Rule and stuff! When are
we going to Chicago for the ra ndom

pickup?
AOT. Angela

You 're an awesome little sis! Con·

gratulatio ns on getti ng initi ated!
Good Iuck on soccer.
Lico. Tracy

Jenny G.
I love to shack with yo u
Love, a secret admirer

I

Vanessa,

Yo mamma!
Lico. the Trivial Pursuit Queen
Jill.
Sorry about SOP. We'll go soon
Promise!
Lico. Your future roomie
Lisa Winstead.
Are you up for Slice of Pie YET?
Lico. YOP
Deanna Clapp. Jill Lo gan. carril
Eyerkuss. and Jen Lillie.
CONGRATULATIONS! Chi-Olove
you!
LieD. Your sisters
Jill. Tracy & Crissie.
You're doing an AWESOME job a
Greek Week!! Thanks! Keep it up!
Lico. Miranda
C HI -O PLEDGES
SOME!'

Kappa Delta loves the pledges'
Carrie-

Nuts n bolts. Nuts n bolts.
We love Pikes!
Th anks fo r dinner' Love KD Pedro's
Posada

.

ARE AWE

341·

1~

&

sausage and bacon & canadi an bac
extra canadian bacon

OJ
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Time Killers
69. Small duck
70 . Stiff piece of wire

1111~rul \1i),-} 'jjl THAT SCRAMBLED WORD GAME
~ ~ ~~GI
by Henri Arnold

DOWN
1. Brlltle
2. ActJnum symbol

Unscramble these four Jumbles,
one letter to each square, to fonn
four ordInary words.

3. Post Master General (abbr.)
4. Lessen
5. Erbium symbol

6. Ocean
7. Catches off base
8. AI risk
9. Vocal prominences
10. Turldsb tWe
11. WlngUke structures

,ttJ ........ _ _ ...

c .. ....... ..._

I WORNe

16. Near
18. Consume
20. Cat's foot
22. Symbol that denotes a
number

25. Pester
27.
29.
31.
33.
35.
36.

Damage
Brewed beverage
Seine
Even
Beer
Hostage

\ANTUSE±
I KI
)

38. KJdnap
39. Child's favorite place
ACROSS
13. Wise man
1. Hal
24. Bridge
4. Examination
26. Ptrate's drink
8. Small amount
28. Canvas sheller
11. Plants wUh arrow-shaped 30. Unnaturally pale
leaves
32. Atlas
12. Space
34. Roule (abbr.)
13. Hlgb canl
35. Actinium symbol
14. Chinese measure
37. The usual
.15. Cbasm
40. Soutb America (abbr.)
17. BusIness ac:dng for others
· 41. Small cbUd
19. Snake
43. Black road substance
21. Number
44. Rodent
1C
"

'C

46. Herole story

SS. Without hope
60. Place
62. Lines (abbr.)
63. Avenue (abbr.)
64. Bean
66. Icon
68. 2nd smallest state (abbr.)
ee

~m,
ursuilQueen

. We'll go

roomie

;eof Pie Y8!

.,
OplS

~N

~

49. Of tbe

Family Restaurant
Formerly Holo's Restaurant

Kingshighway & 1-44 • Rolla, MO
We Deliver After 4pm

341-9915 • 364-0517
Open 6a.m.• 7 Days a Week

M

"

Now arrange the circled letters to
form the surprIse answer, as suggested by the above cartoon.

(1 I I

I) (I II)

DOse

51. Punctuation ma.r k
52. Greal belghl
54. Grain used In brewing

$(

,C

Answer here: A

42 . Internal comhusliOD engine
45. Can lop
47. Cogged wbeel

48. Disallow
SO. Firm deal
53. LA Dodgers
55. Rule
57. Large snake

THE
IMP'ATIENT l.AWYER:
HOf"ED FOR .

see Solutions, page 19

56. Us
58. Falber
59. Tells an untruth

61. End of pin
65. New England state (abbr.)
67. Double (plOflx)
x

x

"

"

"

,.

,t

"

x

"

x

• Open 6 a.m. •

Serving Breakfast, Lunch
& Dinner

•
Daily Specials

•
Steaks • Seafood
Pizza • Pasta
Souvlaki • Gyros
Salads
Sandwiches
Comparable, Affordable Prices

14" Two Topping Pizza
& a Pitcher
95
of Soda

$9

• COLOR PRINTS
• BLACK & WHITE PRINTS
• COLOR SLIDE (E~ PROC)
• BL & WH DARKROOM SERV.

• CAMERAS & ACCESSORIES
• DARKROOM SUPPLIES
• l-DAY SERIJICE ON MOST
PROCESSING

In MedJ-Value Pharmacy
1000 Pine street. Rolla, MIssouri 65401

314-364-7077

UMR Student Fee Action
Team
Me etings: Thursdays
Time and Place: 7:30 pm , Missouri Room, VeE

Goals:
1. Distribute information on upcoming
changes in student fees .
2. Form teams so students can impact
these decisions.

Everyone Welcome!

Dille In Only

LET YOUR VOICE BE HEARDI

Sept
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from page 6
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mati ve history and low, low, sticker
price, it demands attention. This cd
includes the album version of the
sing le Dissident plus six songs re corded live at the Fox Theater in Atlanta, Georgia, April 1, 1994. It was
originally issued as an import by so me
nefarious underground audio pirates
and carried a weighty 20+ price tag.
Being the self- appointed champions of
morality th at they are, Pearl Jam decided to market an identical U.S. version at the more congen ial rate of 5
dollars per unit. Thank yo u, Eddie and
crew, for the affordable ex perience of a
live time. Among the six open-air offerings are "Release," "Evenf1ow,"
"Deep," and a ra ucus version of "Why
Go." fro m their debut album 10. Also
included is a live version of "Di ssident" (no need to bet her with the studio
cut ; start the cd on track 2 for grooveful
continuity), and a thu mping take of
"Rearviewmirror" from the Vs. LP.
Basically, what you have is a nearly
pristine set of li ve PJ . Any musical
mishaps wo uld be fai rl y obvious to
most people, given the amount of airti me these songs have received. Fear
not: there are none here . Pearl Jam has
yet to release an official live album,
and although bootlegs are numerous,
the oft en questionable recording quality (and expense) fail to warrant purchase for the average buyer. For 5
bucks, this cd is an unbeatable intro-

Knoll. Also viable are the cut s by so me
no t- so-k now ns li ke Brittl e (q uit e
spiffy and grooveful ) and Ginger
(so unds like a sober, psychedelic version of the G in Blossoms). This stuff is
the perfect backdrop for a nice friendly
game of naked twis ter. The sounds
meld fro m EuroDisco to Alter-dance

and back. So me songs hit, so me miss.
'Doesn '( ma tter: Ihis is a dance pum p
disc, and take n as a who le, it does just
tha t. Turn out the ligh ts, spark up the
mirror ball, do yo' tha ng....
C. Sean Cordes

Solutions

-~
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ANSWER: What the impatient lawyer
hoped for -- A BRIEF CASE
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duction to live Pearl Jam ambience. I
haven 't seem 'em, never really cared,
now .. ..

C.Sean Cordes
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EVERYONE WILL GIVE YOU
THEIR TWO CENTS WORTH, BUT WILL
THAT BE ENOUGH TO RETIRE ON?

Various Artists
SlowbrewlPercolater (A NeUwerk
Compilation)
Performance 7 (Soulful to synthetic)
Recording
Disc 1: 7 Disc 2: 9+
(Is it live or.,,)
This graciously donated 2 disc
jewel bex contains 120 plus minutes of
sound brewed up by th e artists at
Nettwerk records. Disco uno is a ten
song portfolio of (mostly) estrogenlaced ambiance. "Single Gun Theory"
flows heavy (nice distorted slide) on
the T.Amos influenced "Motherland."
Tara McClean cleans the old folk
closet with "Let Her Feel the Rain" and
if Sara McClachlan asked me to "Hold
On," believe me I probably would
but. .. sad to say, like much new
(loosely's not the word) music, this
stuff has been done before and better
(the Junkies, Maniacs, etc.). One
groovy plus--the effervescent Ginger
cut "Try to Believe." There is a place
for this, like those 4 a.m. conversations
when the perspiration is beginning to
dry, but by that time I'm usually ready
to sleep anyway. However ....
Disco dos features nine songs of
digital nirvana by familiar synth-based
waxmasters such as MC 900 Foot
Jesus, Brainbox, and The Grassy

T

oday there s eems to be an investment expert or
financial advisor almost everywhere you turn.
But just how qualified are all these experts ?
Peace of mind about your future comes from solid
planning. F rom investments and services designed
and managed with your needs and retirement security
specifically in mind. The kind of investments and
services TIAA-CREF has been providing for more
than 75 years.

annuity accounts. And we're nonprofit, so our expense
charges are among the lowest in the insurance and
mutual fund industnes. o That means more of your
money is where it should be-working for y ou.
TIAA-CREF is now the largest private pension
system in the world, based on assets under ma nagement
-managing more than $145 billion in assets for more
than one and a half million people throughout the nation _

WE'LL HELP YOU BUILD
A REWARDING RETIREMENT_

TIAA-CREF:
THE CHOICE THAT MAKES SENSE_

Our counselors are trained retirement professionals
who have only y ou and your future in mind. So you're
treated as the unique person you are, with special
needs and concerns about retirement. And that makes
for an understanding, comfortable relationship.
With TIAA-CREF, you have plenty of choice and
flexibility in building your retirement nest egg-from
TIAA's guaranteed traditional annuity to the
investment opportunities of CREF's seven variable

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it_'"

It's tough to wade through all the "advice" to find a
reliable pension plan provider_ But as a member of the
education and research community, your best choice is
simple: TIAA-CREF_ Because when it comes to helping
you prepare for retirement, our annuities will add up to
more than spare change .
For more information about how TlAA-CREF can
help you prepare for the future, call our Enrollment
Hotline at 1 800 842-2888_
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Surprise your olks.
When you stay awake in class, you tend to learn more. (Unless you have an un,cann! tal~nt ,
of learning through osmosis.) So don't let fatigue get in the way of your A, ReVive With VlVarin .
One tablet has the same amount of caffeine as about two cups of coffee.
.
And it's just as safe. Hey, anything is possible, if youlre up for it.
...---,
®

01995

Revive with Vivarin~

sn~~!~;~e=:'

Use only as direcled.
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Second
sure the student would take responsi- spite of impolite responses, please
bility as appropriate. I'm sorry to say keep it up. Those of you who still reply
that it usually works out just the oppo- "Thank you" when a door is held open
site these days, with the parent overrid- for you, please keep that up, too. It's
ing the teacher and supporting their good to know your parents taught you
child's bar attitude. What the kid how to act in a polite manner!
really needs 'is a good swat and some
training in manners. But you know the
Another example of lack of respect
teacher CAN'T do it anymore, and the that I see all too often is in the act of
parents often WONT do it.
. littering in and around campus. Why is
This pervasive attitude of impolite- it that it is so hard to throw waste in
ness is apparent around the UMR cam- waste receptacles? How come the
pus as well. I notice in people's conver- ground is littered with cigarelte butts
sat ion a very distinct lack of manners. all around the entrances to doors? Is it
I very seldom hear "Please" and so hard to stamp out a cigarette bUll in
"Thank you" anymore, much like in
the ashtrays provided? (It especially
public schools. Chivalry is also close gets me when people throw lit cigato dead. by my observation. Last year reltes out of car windows. 1113t is dirty
when going to class, I opened the door as well as very dangerous, especially
for a young woman, only to get a re- when it has been dry like it was this
sJxmse of "I can open my own ......
summer around here.)
door!" Whoa! She may have tllOught I
One of the worst places I've experiwas condescending or chauvinistic. I'm enced student impoliteness was when I
not sure, but I usually open the doors
worked at the campus library last
for anyone, male or female. It's just a spring. Quite often we would ge t
part of being polite! Those of you who people who would demand to be given
continue to open doors for others, in or shown something . Why is it so hard

from page 16
to ask politely? One would get better
service by being polite anyway. If a
library procedure displeases them,
some students would throw tantrums
and get abusive. I'm sorry if the situation or rule displeases them, but getting abusive to the library staff doesn't
help any! The worst tantrum and case
of imppliteness I ever saw at the library
came from a former Student Body
President. What a great example this
guy was providing!
Here's ano ther example of how tllis
can get out of hand. Late one Friday
night last spring we received a call at
the library circulation desk from a
young lady(?) who demanded tl,at we
page a certain young man. No please.
No politeness. As well. it is against the
rules for us to page students unless
there is a REALL Y GOOD reason. No,
this student insisted, you HAVE to
page this fellow l Out of the kindness of
his hean, the librarian on duty finally
did page the young man, twice, as a
matter of fact. After a couple of min-

utes, with no response, he picked up
the phone again to say he was sorry, but
the young man was not in the library.
The girl got real abusive at that
point, demanding that we page him
again. The librarian said that he
couldn't do that, that he had already
stepped outside the bounds of the rules
by paging the first two times. She
continued to demand. Finally, he
asked her, if it was an emergency.
"Yes" was the reply.
"Can you tell me what the problem
is?" he asked.
"None of your
business!" was
her reply.
Whoa! The librarian (obviously
from another generation) continued to
be polite. "We cannot page unless we
know that there is an emergency. I've
already stepped outside the rules by
paging the first time. You have to let
me know what the emergency is."
"It's none of your business. Page
him again anyway!" was the immediate
reply. As you can guess, she --continuing in her "polite" manner-- eventually

.*.+

hung up on us.
Sodo you see why I'm upset? Idon't
plan to take it out on others by being
impolite in return. That would be
wrong. But I do ~l.\ope that venting my
frustrations in this article will perhaps
encourage someone to think about how
tlley come across to others. Perhaps
politeness and respect can make a
comeback. Do you think you can do
your part? Please?

DID Y.OU KNOW... that Jesus
said that tlle "Golden Rule" "summed
up the Law and the prophets." Think
about it. What he was saying was that
if we treat others like we would like to
be treated, we wouldn't need any other
laws! Politeness and respect go a long
way!
DON'T FORGET.._ to be polite.
Respect others. You will feel better
about yourself if you do, and certainly
those around you will feel and act
better too. Give it a shot! Thanks!
SDG

Missouri.Miner
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. Co-op Employment
Sign-up Method: PRS-Open
company: Amsted Industries
Date of Interview: 10/ 17
Majors: MECH MET
US/Perm
Minimum GPA: 2.450 Must be Sophomore Junior Senior standing.
Sign-up released 9/ 26/95. DEADLINE TUES., OCTOBER 3, 1995 8:00AM
Work location : Nationwide
Company: Advanced circuitry Div-Litton Sys.
START 1ST CO-OP WORK SESSION SPRING 96
Date of Interview: 10/0 4
Majors: MECH CHE ELEC
company:

Aluminum Co . of America

Date of Interview:
Maj ors: ELEC MECH

Sign-up Method:

Open

Minimum GPA: 2.450 Must be Sophomore Junior standing.
Sign-up released 9/ 20/ 95
DEADLINE September 27, 1995 8am
WORK LOCATION : SPRINGFIELD, MO
START 1ST CO-OP WORK SESSION SPRING 1996

Sign-up Method :

10/ 10
.

Must be
standing.
Minimum GPA :
Sign-up released DETAILED INFORMATION UNAVAILABLE AT THIS TIME
Company : American Cyanamid Company
Date of Interview: 10/ 16
Majors: CHEM

company: Anh Busch-Power&EngDesign-ELEC,CHE
Date of Interview: 09/ 27
Majors: ELEC CHE CMPS MGTS

Sign-up Method :

Sign-up Method:

Sign-up Method:

S.OOPM TO 6:

W, STUDENT'

company: Deer'
Date of I I
Majors: 1
US/ Pen>

Sign-up Method:

Minimum GPA: 2.450 Must be Junior Senior standing.
Sign-up released 9/13/95. DEADLINE 9/20/95 8AM
WORK LOCATION: ST. LOUIS, MO
COMPANY REQUESTED THAT STUDENTS ONLY SIGN-UP FOR 1 SCHEDULE.
DESCRIPTIONS AVAILABLE AT THE CO-OP OFFICE
WORK PERIOD: JANUARY 2, 1996 - JUNE 1996
PROJECT ENGINEERING: MECH
Open

Minimum GPA: 2.450 Must be Junior Senior standing.
Sign-up released 9/13/95 - DEADLINE 9/20/95 8AM
WORK LOCATION: ST. LOUIS, MO
·NOTE - COMPANY REQUESTED THAT A STUDENT MAY SIGN-UP FOR ONLY ONE
SCHEDULE . JOB DESCRIPTIONS AVAILABLE AT THE CO-OP OFFICE.
WORK PERIOD 'FROM JANUARY 2, 1996 TO JUNE 1996
company: Anh Busch-Util Aff-ELEC,CIVL,CHE,ME
PLANNING GROUP- MECH, CIVL, EMAN
Date of Interview: 09/ 27
Majors: ELEC MECH CHE CIVL CMPS

Company: Cargill
Date of Interview:
Majors: CHE MECH

PRS-Open

Minimum GPA: 2.950 Must be Sophomore
standing.
Sign-up released 9/2 5/ 95
Deadline : Monday, October 2, 1995 8am
Work Location: Hannibal, Missouri
start 1st co-op work session spring 1996
Open

Minimum GPA: 2.450 Must be Junior Senior standing.
Sign-up released 9/ 13/95 DEADLINE 9/20/ 95 8:00AM
WORK LOCATION: ST. LOUIS, MO
-NOTE: COMPANY REQUESTED THAT A STUDENT SIGN-UP ON ONE
SCHEDULE ONLY. JOB DESCRIPTIONS AVAILABLE IN THE CO-OP OFFICE.
WORK PERIOD: JANUARY 2, 1996 TO JUNE 1996
ENGR , DESIGN, POWER & CONTROLS, SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT ELEC CHE CMPS MGTS
Company: AnhBusch-Project Engineering Group
Date of Interview:
09/27
Majors: MECH

company: AnhBusch-Plan Group,MECH,CIVL,EMAN
Date of Interview:
09/27
' Majors: MECH CIVL EMAN

Sign-up Method:

. Edward
:ogpany. f IntE
Date 0
I
Ma jorS: CH
us/pen>
.
MinimUlD GPA.
Sign-UP rel e
work LOcatl C
INf{lRllATION

Open

Minimum G~
sign-up r<
work local
Students 1
graduatiol

JOB

Company: HuntE
Date of 11
Hajors : I

Minimum GI
Sign-up rt
Work LOcal
START 1ST

Sign-up Method:

Open

Minimum GPA: 2 . 450 Must be Junior Senior standing.
Sign-up released 9/13/95 DEADLINE 9/20/95 8AM
Work Location : st. Louis, MO
'
NOTE: COMPANY REQUESTED THAT STUDENTS ONLY SIGN-UP FOR 1 SCHEDULE
JOB DESCRIPTIONS AVAILABLE AT THE CO-OP OFFICE
UTILITY AFFAIRS GROUP-ELEC MECH CHE CIVL
WORK SESSION: JANUARY 2, 1996 TO JUNE 1996
PRS-Open

Company: Huss.
Date of Int
Majors : H

Minimum GPi
Sign-up re:
Work Locat

START 1ST;

11/14

Minimum GPA:
2.450 Must be Sophomore Junior Senior standing.
Sign-up released 10/24/95
DEADLINE TUES., OCTOBER 31, 1995 8AM
WORK LOCATION: VARIOUS US LOCATIONS
START 1ST CO-OP WORK SESSION SUMMER 1996 AND/OR FALL 1996
INFORMATION MEETING MONDAY, NOVEMBER 13, 201 NORWOOD HALL 6-9PM
ALL STUDENTS INTERVIEWING WITH CARGILL ENCOURAGED TO ATTEND
company: Baxter Healthcare
Date of Interview: 10/17
Majors: CHE ELEC EMAN MECH

Sign-up Method:

PRS-Open

Minimum GPA: 2.700 Must be Sophomore Junior standing.
sign-up released 9/12/95. DEADLINE TUES. , 9/19, 1995 8:00AM
Work Location. Mountain Home, Arkansas
START 1ST CO-OP WORK SESSION SPRING 1996

Coo pany: J I Cas
Date Of lnt

MaJors:

ME

Minimum GPA
Slgn-up rel
Work Locat'

START 1 1
IIIPOD", ST C

"''''TIOII

Company: Deere and Company
Sign-up Method:
Date of Interview: 10/18
Majors: CMPS MGTS
US/Perm
Minimum GPA : 2.650 Must be Sophomore Junior
standing.
Sign-up released 9/27/95. Deadline 10/4/95 8am
Work Location : Moline, IL with relocation
start 1st co-op work session spring 1996

PRS-Open

--
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company: Chaparral steel
Date of Interview:
Majors: CIVL ELEC MECH

Open

RS-O pen

8 a~

f)e n

Sign-up Method:
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PRS-Open

Minimum GPA: 2.450 Must be Sophomore Junior standing.
Sign-up released COMPLETE INFORMATION UNAVAILABLE AT THIS TIME
Work Location: MIdlothian, Texas
start 1st co-op work session spring 1996
Sophomores must be in their last semester of sophomore year
Job descriptions available at the Co-op Office, 303D Norwood Hall
Company: Dow Chemical Company
Sign-up Method:
Date of Interview: 10/12, 10/
Majors: CHE ELEC
US/ Perm
Minimum GPA:
2.700 Must be Sophomore Junior
standing.
sign-up released 9/21/95 Deadline 9/ 28/95 8:00am
Work Location : Freeport, TX
START 1ST CO-OP WORK SESSION SPRING 1996
1 SCHEDULE ELEC
1 SCHEDULE CHE

PRS-Open

ompany: Edward D. Jones & Co.
Sign-up Method: PRS-Open
Date of Interview : 10/ 12
Majors: CMPS MGTS
US/Perm
Minimum GPA : 2.950 Must be Sophomore Junior Senior standing.
Sign-up released 9/ 21/95
Deadline 9/ 28/95 8:00am
Work Location: st . Louis, Missouri
INFORMATION MEETING WED . , OCTOBER 11, UCE MERAMEEC ROOM
5:00PM TO 6:00PM
Sign-up Method: Open
Company: Delta Companies
ALL STUDENTS INTERESTED IN EDWARD D. JONES MUST ATTEND
Date of Interview: 11/ 01
Majors : CIVL MIN MECH
US Only
Minimum GPA:
2 . 000 Must be Junior Senior standing .
Sign-up released 10/ 18 / 95
Deadline 10/ 25/ 95 8AM
Work Location: SOUTHEAST MO, SOUTHERN IL, NORTHEAST AR AND 16 STATES
US & CANADA & INTERNATIONAL
1ST CO-OP WORK SESSION SPRING 96 AND OR SUMMER 1996
company: Deere and Company
Sign-up Method: PRS-Open
Date of Interview: 10/24
Majors: ELEC MECH
US/Perm
Minimum GPA: 2.650 Must be Freshman Sophomore Junior standing.
Sign-up released 10/ 3/95
Deadline 10/ 10/ 95 8am
Work location:
Iowa, Illinois, Wisconsin
Students must be willi~ to complete 3-5 work sessions before
graduation .
Sign-up Method: PRS-Open
Company : Harmon Electronics
Date of Interview: 10/ 10
Majors: ELEC CMPS

JOB

Company: Hunter Engineering Company
Date of Interview : 10/ 20
Majors: ELEC MECH CMPS

Sign-up Method:

Minimum GPA:
3.150 Must be Sophomore Junior standing.
Sign-up released 9/ 19/ 95 Deadline 9/26/ 95 8:00am
,'''~Wo'rk location Grain Valley, MO (KC metro area)
' start 1st co-op work session spring 1996 and/ or summer 1996
PRS-Open

Minimum GPA: 2.950 Must be Junior Senior standing .
Sign-up released 10/ 2/95. DEADLINE OCTOBER 9, 1995 8AM
Work Location : st . Louis, Missouri
Company: Harcros Pigments
START 1ST CO-OP WORK SESSION SPRING 1996
Date of Interview: 11/ 21
Majors: CHE

Sign-up Method:

PRS-Open

Minimum GPA : 2.950 Must be Sophomore Junior Senior Grad Stu. standing
Sign-up released 10/ 31/ 95 . Deadl i ne 11/ 7/ 95 8:00am
Work · Location: E. St. Louis, Illinois
start 1st co-op work session spring 199 6

Company:

Hussmann Corporation

Date of Interview:
Majors : MECH ELEC
,DULE

pR,S-open

.K

Sign-up Method :

PRS-Op en

10/ 04

Minimum GPA: 2.750 Must be Junior
standing.
Sign-up released 9/ 13/ 95 . DEADLINE WED ., SEPTEMBER 20 , 19 9 5 8AM
Work Loc ation : BRIDGETON, MO (ST . LOUI S AREA)
Compa ny : Mc Donnel l Doug la s
Sig n-up Me thod:
START ,1ST CO-OP WORK SESSION SPRING 1996
Da t e o f Interview:
10/ 20
Ma jors: ELEC MECH CMPS
US/ Perm
Minimum GPA:
2.99 0 Must b e Sophomore Juni or standing .
Sign -up releas ed 9/ 27 /9 5
De adline oc t.4, 1995 8: 00am
Work Lo c ation: s t. Louis, Mi ssouri
MUST WORK AT LEAST 3 WORK SESSI ONS WITH MC DONNELL DOUGLAS.
START 1ST CO-OP WORK SESS ION SPRING 1 996
NOTE DATE OF INTERVIEW CHANGE
NOTE SIGN-UP DATE CHANGE
Sj gn-up Method: PRS- Open
:ompany: JI Case Company
Date of Interview: 10/ 10
Majors: MECH
Minimum GPA : 2 . 000 Must be Sophomore Junior Senior Gr ad s tu . st anding
Sign-up released 9/ 19/ 95 DEADLINE 9/ 26/95 8:00AM
Work Location: Hinsdale, IL
START 1ST CO-OP WORK SESSION SPRING 199 6 AND/ OR SUMMER 9 6
INFORMATION MEETING MONDAY, OCTOBER 9 , 201 NORWOOD HALL
Company: Magnetek
Date o f Inte rvi ew :
Ma jors: ELEC CMPS

Sig n-up Method :

PRS -Ope n

PRS-Open

10/ 11

Mi n imum GPA: 2.95 0 Mu s t be Sophomore Junior Senior Grad Stu . standing
Sign-up r e l ea s e d 9/ 20/95
DEADLINE WED., SE PT 27 , 1 995 8:0 0AM
Work Loca tion : St. Louis , Missour i
Minimum required background : Languages: C
operat ing Systems: UNI X
start 1st c o -op work session s p ring 199 6
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Company: Magnum Technologies
Sig n- up Method : PRS - Open
Da te of Interv iew:
1 0/ 18
Majo rs : ELEC
US/ Perm
Mi nimum GPA:
2.450 Must be Sophomore Junior
standing.
Sign - up released 9/ 27/ 95
Deadline 10 - 4 - 95 8 : 00am
Wo r k Location: st. Louis, Missouri
start 1st c o - op wor k session s pring 1996
Informat i on Me e ting Tues., Oct . 17, 199 5 UCE 21 1 Merame c Room
6 - 7pm Al l stu d en t interv iewing wi th Ma gnum a r e e ncouraged t o at t end.
Comp a ny:
Noranda Aluminum
Date of Interview:
09/ 29
Majors:
ELEC MECH

S i gn-up Method:

Open

ATLAS WIRE

p. O. 80\
Houston,
,Attn:

Minimum GPA :
2.700 Must be Junior
standing.
sign-up released 9/8/95- deadline 9/15/94 8:00am
Work location:
New Madrid, MO
start 1st co-op work session spring 1996
Particularly interested in interviewing students whose permanent
address is within 100 mile radius of New Madrid.
company: Olin Corporation
Date of Interview:
10/11
Majors: MET MECH

Sign-up Method:

Minimum GPA:
2.700 Must be Freshman Sophomore
Sign-up released 9/20/95 Deadline 9/27/95 8am
Work Location:
E. Alton, Illinois
1ST WORK JAN-AUG OR MAY-DECEMBER 1996

Majors:
Grad Date~

Citizenshl
position P

Position L

Deadline f

PR, · RECRUI

PRS-Open

standing.
Company:
Progressive Recovery, Inc.
Date of Interview:
10/10
Majors:
ELEC CHE MECH

Mr .

' Degree LeY

Sign-up Method:

PRS-Open

CATERPILLAi
100 Northe,
Peoria, IL
Attn:

Ms .

Degree LeVI

company: Refreshments International of Mo
Date of Interview :
10/04
Majors:
EMAN CMPS ECON

Sign-up Method:

Minimum GPA:
2.450 Must be Junior Senior Grad stu.
standing .
Sign-up released 9/19/95.
Deadline September 26, 1995 8am
Work Location: Dupo, Illinois
(St. Louis area)
start 1st co-op work session spring 1996
PRS-Open

Minimum GPA:
2.450 Must be Junior Senior standing.
Sign-up released 9/11/95 DEADLINE MONDAY 9/18/95 8:00AM
WORK LOCATION:
KANSAS CITY, MO., SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS, ROLLA, MO
START 1ST CO-OP WORK SESSION SPRING 1996
Company: The Summit Group Inc.
Sign-up Method:
PRS-Open
Date of Interview:
10/17
Majors:
CMPS MGTS
INTERVIEW DATE CHANGE TO OCTOBER 4TH.
US/Perm
Minimum GPA:
2.950 Must be Junior
~tanding.
Sign-up released 9/21/95 DEADLINE THURS. : 9/28/95 8:00AM
WORK LOCATIONS: SOUTH BEND, INDIANA
START 1ST CO-OP WORK SESSION SPRING 1996
INFORMATION MEETING OCTOBER 16, MERAMEC ROOM, UCE, 7:00PM
ALL STUDENT INTERVIEWING WITH THE SUMMIT GROUP ARE ENCOURAGED TO
ATTEND
Sign-up Method:
PRS-Open
company: Sunnen Products
Date of Interview :
10/13
Majors: CER MECH
Minimum GPA:
2.950 Must be Sophomore
standing.
sign-up released 9/22/95 Deadline 9/29/95 BAM
Work Location: st. Louis, Missouri (Ashland, Ohio possible for
Ceramic students
start 1st co-op work session spring 1996 and/or summer 1996
PRS-Open
sign-up Method:
company: Traylor Brothers
Date of Interview:
10/06
Majors:
CIVL
US/Perm
Minimum GPA:
2.950 Must be Sophomore Junior Senior standing.
Sign-up released 9/15/95.
Deadline 9/22/95 Bam
Work Locations- Louisiana, Florida, Texas, California
start 1st co-op work session spring 1996
Sign-up Method: Open
Company: superior Industries
Date of Interview:
09 / 27
Majors:
MET
US/Perm
standing.
Minimum GPA:
2 . 250 Must be Junior Senior Grad Stu.
Sign-up released 9/ 13/95
DEADLINE 9/20/95
WORK LOCATION:
FAYETTEVILLE, ARKANSAS
company: watlow Electric
START 1ST CO-OP WORK SESSION SPRING 1996
Date of Interview:
10/10
Majors: MECH

Majors:
Grad Date~

Citizenshlj
Posicion A'
Dosiclon IJ
PRE·RECRUI'
pizza .... ill
Deadline f(
Caterpill al

Applicatio l

CATERPILLAi
100 Narthe,
peoria, IL
Attn:

Ms.

Degree Lev!

Majors:
Grad Dates
Citi zenshiJ
posi t ion A'
position lJ:
PR5-RECRUI'
OPEN SIGN·1
Caceroi lla:
Appl ieatia!

CATER PI LLAI

100 Nort he,

Peori a, IL
Attn:

Ms .

Degree Lev!

Majors:

Grad Oates
Citizenshi!
?osition A'
Position L<
Deadline f(
PRE-RECRUr
Cateroillai
Applicat iOl

EXECUTiVE f
1066 Execut
St , [.()uis

Mr:

Sign-up Method:

PRS-Open

Minimum GPA:
2.950 Must be Junior Senior
standing.
Sign-up released 9/19/95 Deadline 9/ 26/95 Bam
Work Location: St. Louis, Missouri, Columbia' Hannibal, Missouri
Start work Spring 1996
Company: Union Electric
Sign-up Method: Open
Date of Interview:
10/10
Majors:
ELEC MECH CIVL CMPS
US/ Perm
Minimum GPA:
2.450 Must be Junior Senior standing.
Sign-up released 9/ 26/ 95
Deadline 10/ 3/ 95 Bam
Work Location : st . Louis, MO and mid-Missouri
NOTE - NOTE VERY IMPORTANT
(MUST BE COMPLETING OR MAVE COMPLETED
1ST SEMESTER OF JUNIOR LEVEL COURSES (IN YOUR MAJOR) MAJOR COURSES
ONLY NEED A FEW OF CMPS, CIVL
Company:
Entergy operations
Sign-up Method:
PRS-Open
Date of Interview:
11/08
Majors:
CIVL ELEC MECH NUCL
US/ Perm
Minimum GPA:
2 . 950 Must be Freshman Sophomore Junior standing .
Sign-up released 9/ 6/ 95 DEADLINE 10/ 2/ 95 BAM
WORK LOCATION : JACKSON, MS . , ST. FRANCISVILLE, LA . , PORT GIBSON, MS.
START 1ST CO-OP WORK SESSION SPRING 1996
NOTE:
INTERVIEW DATE NOVEMBER 8TH.

Attn :
Degree LevE
Majors:

G:-ad I01tes:
Cltiz~nshi ~

POSition A\

POSition Lc

Deadline fc
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Open

Jaanent

PRS-Open

,ding.

PRS-Open

ED TO

m-Open

ding.

FRS-open

ATLAS WIRELINE

Method: PRS-Open

P. 0 .. Box 1407

Interview Date: 10/10, 10/11

Houston, TX 77251-1407
,At tn:
Mr. Greg Barolak
~ Oegree Level: B
Minimum CPA:
2.450
Majors:
AERO CIVL ELEe GEE MEC~ NUC PET GEO PHYSICS
Grad Dates:0596 0796
Ci tizenshio:
US/Perm
Position Available:
Jr. Field Engineer
Position Location:
Various Locations Nationwide
Deadline for submitting resumes:
September 20
PRE-RECRUITMENT MEETING: Monday. October 9 - 7:00 pm
208 Norwood naIl

CATERPILLAR COMPANY
Method: PRS-Open
100 Northeast Adams St
:nterview Date: 10/10
Peoria, IL 61629-1490
Attn: Ms. Jean Barker, Prof. Employment Coord.
Degree Level: B M
Minimum GPA:
2.800
Majors:
MECH ELEC MET
Grad Dates:1295 0596
Citizenship:
US/Perm
Position Available:
Engineering and Research
Position Location:
Illinois and North Carolina
. PRE-RECRUITMENT MEETING: Monday, October 9 - 7:00 pm - Missouri Room-UCE
Pizza will be served!
Deadline for submitting resumes: September 14
Caterpillar Application & transcript should be taken to interview.
Applications available in 301 Norwood Hall

CATERPILLAR COMPANY
Method: Open
100 Northeast Adams St
Interview Date: 10/10
Peoria, IL 61629-1490
Attn: Ms. Jean Barker, Prof. Employment Coord.
Degree Level: B M
Minimum GPA:
2.750
Majors:
CHE
Grad Dates:1295 0596
Citizenship:
US/Perm
Position Available: Engineering & Research
Position Location:
Illinois; North Carolina
PRE-RECRUITMENT MEET!NG: Monday, October 9 - 7:00 pm - Missouri Room - UCE
OPEN SIGN-UP DATE: September 26 - 8:00 am
Caterpillar Application & Transcript should be taken to the interview.
Application available in 301 Norwood Hall.

CATERPILLAR COMPANY
Method, PRS-Open
100 Northeast Adams St
Interview Date: 10/10
Peoria, IL 61629-1490
Attn: Ms. Jean Barker, Prof. Employment Coord.
Degree Level: B M
Minimum GPA:
2.750
r-tajors:
CMPS MGTS
Grad Dates: 1295 0596
Citizenship: US/Perm
?osition Available : Information Systems
Position Location: . Ill{"nois; North Carolina
Deadline for submitting Resumes : September 20
PRE-RECRUIT:-1ENT MEETING : Monday, October 9 - 7: 00 Missouri Room -·UCE
Caterpillar Application & ' Transcript should be taken to the interview .
Application available in 301 Norwood Hall.

EXECUTIVE FOCUS GROUP
Method, PRS-Open
1066 Execut{ve Pkwy, Suite 103
Interview Date : 10/10
St. Louis, MO 63141
Attn: Mr. Ralph Koppel, Vice-Pres. Applications Dev
Degree Level: B M
Minimum GPA:
2.950
Majors:
CMPS MGTS
Grad ' Dates:0595 1295 0596 0796
Citizenship:
Position Available:
Programmer Analyst; Management Consultant
Position Location: St. ~ouis
Deadline for submitting resumes: September 19

ssouri
HARMON ELECTRONICS
Method: PRS-Open
?O. Box 600
Interview Date: 10/09
Grain Valley, MO 64029
Attn: MS. gWEN gRANTHAM, Human Resources Representati v e
Degree Level: B M
Minimum GPA: 3 .1 50
Majors:
ELEC CMPS
Grad Dates:0595 1295 0596 0796
Ci t izenship:
Position Available: Design Engineer; Software Engineer
Post ion Location:
Kansas City Metro Area
Deadline for submitting resumes:
Septe~ber 19

pRS-open

anding.
IBSON, lIS·

J.I. CASE CORPORATION
Method: PRS-Open
7 South 600 County Lin
Interview Date: 10/10
Hinsdale, IL 60521
Attn: Mr. Mark Paulek, Human Resources Specialist
Degree Level: B M D
Minimum GPA:
3 . 150
Majors:
MECH
Grad Dates:1295 0596 0796
Citizenship:
Position Available:
Position Location: Chicago; Racine, WI; East Moline, IL
Deadline for submitting resumes: September 19
PRE - RECRUITi-1ENT MEETING: Monday, October 9 - 7:00 pm - 201 :-Jorwood Hall

LDDS WORLD COMMUNICATION
Method, PRS-Open
P. O. Box 21348 Mail D
Interview Date: 10/03, 10/04
Tulsa. OK 74121
Attn: Ms. Pat McGrew, Human Resources
Degree Level: 8 M
Minimum CPA:
2.950
Majors:
MECH ELEC
Grad Dates:1295 00
Citizenship:
Position Available: Development Engineer; Planning Engineer
Position Location: Tulsa, OK
Deadline for submitting r esumes: September 14

NATIONAL STEEL COMPANY
Method: Open
4100 Edison Lakes Park
Interview Date: 10 / 09
Michawaka, IN 46545
Attn: Ms. Michelle L. Miller, Coordinator-Employment
Degree Level: B
Minimum GPA:
2.750
Majors:
CHE ELEC MECH MET
Grad Dates:0595 1295 0596 0796
Ci t i zenship:
Position Available: Management Associate
Position Location: Detroit, MI; Portage, IN; Granite Cit y , IL
OPEN SIGN-UP DATE:

September 27 - 8:00 a.m .

SBC COMMUNICATIONS
Method, PRS-Open
1010 Pine Street 17-W-05
Interview Date: 10/11, 10/12
St. Louis, MO 63101
Attn: Ms . Linda Joseph, Staffing SpeCialist
Degree Level: B
Minimum GPA:
2.950
Majors,
ELEC EMAN CMPS MGTS
Grad Dates,0595 1295 0596 0796
Citizenship:
Position Available : Varies
Post ions Locations : MO, KS, OK, AR, TX
Deadline for submitting resumes:
September 20
PRE-RECRUITMENT MEETING: Tuesday, October 10 - 7:00 pm - 212 McNutt Hall

SHELL OIL COMPANY
Method: PRS-Open
P. O. Bbx 2463
Interview Date: 1Q/04, 10/05
Houston, TX 77252
Attn: Ms. Verna Davis, Sr . HR Assistant
Degree Level: B M
Minimum GPA:
2.750
Majors:
CHE CIVL MECH PETR CMPS
Grad Dates:1295 0596 0796
Citizenship:
Position Available: Not Available
Position Location : Nationwide - Main locations TX, CA, LA
Deadline for submitting resumes:
September 15
COMPLETED SHELL APPLICATION & TRANSCRIPT SHOULD BE TAKEN TO THE INTERVIE~.
APPLICATIONS IN ROOM 301 NORWOOD HALL

SPRINT
Method:
9300 Metcalf
Interview Date: 10/10
Overland Park. KS 66210
Attn: Ms. Beth Wagner, College ReI. Admin.
Degree Level:
Minimum GPA:
Majors :
Grad Dates:OO 00
Citizenship:
Position Available:
Position Location:
Deadline for submitting resumes:
PRE-RECRUITMENT MEETING: Monday. October 9 - 6:00 pm - Meramec Room-UCE

Method, PRS-Open
SUPERIOR INDUSTRISS INNTERNATIONAL
1901 Borick
Interview Date:
F'ayetteville, AR 72701
Attn: Mr. James Gray, Industrial Relations Hanag.
Degree Level: a M
Minimum GPA:
2.250
Majors:
MECH MET
Grad Dates:0595 1295
Citizenship:
Position Available: Manufacturing Engineers
Position Location:
F'ayetteville, AR
Deadline for submitting resumes: September 21

VULCAN MATERIALS
Method: Open
747 E 22nd St. Suite 2
Interview Date: 10/10, 10/11
~ombard,
IL 60148
Attn: Mr. Richa r d Laurence, Manager Personnel/Labor ReI
Degree Level: B
Minimum GPA:
2.000
Majors:
CIVL MIN
Grad Dates:0595 0795 1295
Citizenship:
US/Perm '
Position Available: Mining Engineer; Civil Engineer
Position Location: Chicago; Wisconsin; Indiana
PRE-RECRUIT>1ENT MEETING: Tuesday, October 10 - 7:00 pm - 216 McNutt Hall
OPEN SIGN-UP DATE: Oc:ober 2 - 8:00 am
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MA Y FLY

CODE OF ETHICS

CYCLES

Bare Necessities • Special Orde rs • Free O pinio ns
Hours by appointment or by chance ............................. 364-169S
• POlar Hegrtrate monitors - Pacer model

Regular $ 139.00
• ~ 25X2slick

Special $53.25 ....... .limiled number at this price
$ 12.95

Great for commuting - smooth and quiet - save the Icnobbies for the traill

• Presta Valve tubes - 26 and 27nOO
• Highest Quality bearings, lubriccmts, cables and hou sing. chains, and accessories.
Bring tbis gd jn for

Q !Ieft MjT

pI Pork ti rg Jeyprs

Nationally
Accbimed
Euro - Techno Pop
Artists
in Concert
atUMR's
Castleman Hall

1009 A Pine Street

Thursday September 14th

7:30pm

I

(3 1 4 ) 364-558 1
RPG's - Models - Trains
Magic "The Gathering" & TSR's "Spellflre"

Tickets Available at UMR Ticket Office
$5.00 in advanc9
$7.00 at the door

RUN FOR YOUR LIFE '95
PHELPS COUNTY REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER

1000 WEST TENTH STREET
65401

ROLLA, MISSOURI

Saturday,September16, 1995
8:00 am -- Registration
9:00 am -- 5K Run Begins
10:00 am -- Awards Ceremony
Ber Juan Park Pavilion, Rolla, MO

~~()~

FREE Continental Breakfast After Race

AGE D IVISIONS:
Female
12 & Under
13-18
19-29
30-39
40-49
50+

Attendance Prize Drawing Mountain Bike
(MUST RUN & BE PRESENT TO WIN)

Male
12 & Under
13-18
19-24
25-33
34-39

How To

ENTER:

Mail or drop off completed Entry Form and fee.
Make check payable to:
ARMY ROTC
and return to:
Dept. of Military Science
303 Harris Hall • Rolla, MO 65401
You may also register at the park on race day starting at 8 a.m.

40-44

45-49
50+

A WARDS:
• First 50 runners are
guaranteed T-shirts
• Trophies for top overall male
and female finishers
• Medals for top 2 age division winners

APPLICATION
Name __________________________________________

Sex: ______ Age:______

A~ss ____________________________- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

RELEASE STATEMENT

FEES:

By signing thlo official race r&glomon ronn. I warrant that I am In good health. that I ha"" h1ned In preparation for thlo __ t lind that I have no
medical condition which might reaaonably !HI affected or aggravated by my participation. I fur1har _ t that I wi. not partlclpale In the .""nt If I am
not physlcaUy prepared to run under the condldona present at the dme 01 the race. I warrant that I wII flmJllartz_ my"" with the race CXlIn8 lind with
the locations 01 all the water and medical assistance polo,". I hereby ........ for my_I 8IId III othera any and llil rlghta and cJalll1l .pMlthe U.S.
Army. SlIInehenge BN. urnwr.Jty 01 MQ.AoIIa or any contributing oponlln for damage that I may IUlIer durtng the race. ff I am a minor. the a1gnlne
parent or guardian has joined me In the warranting 01 the aboYe.

$5.00
Child Care Available at Park Playground

I
.

~rocHds will be donated to the
Rolla Area United Wat:

I

PARTlCtPANT SIGNATURE

PAllEHT SDIATUIE F FWmCI'ANT • UNCER l'

.

......------------------------------------------~..- ~

